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Graduation
deadline
extended
Kristin Lomax
Daily Siaff Write,
The deadline to apply for graduation has been extended to Oct.
8 because of renovations to the
Admissions and Records office.
According to Ed Chambers,
associate executive vice president
of Admission and Records, the
deadline has been extended a
week because of an inconvenience caused during the temporary relocation of the office.
’There was a very limited timeline in which we had to move,"
Chambers said. "We wanted to
take that into consideration when
students tried to get their forms
in this week."
The office was closed Monday
and Tuesday of this week during
the actual move. When the doors
opened to the newly remodeled

office Wednesday morning, students stood in long lines to discover that the computers were
down.
The decision to relocate during the same week as the graduation deadline was made three
weeks ago, according to Chambers. He stressed that there was
no good time to move, because
the office is always under pressure.
"The computers should be
back up by the end of the day,"
Chambers said Wednesday afternoon. But this he could not guarantee.
In the meantime, seniors rushing to finish their forms have
been given a little breathing
room. The new deadline has not
See GRADUATION, page 6

Warming up to chemistry

Torrie Nute, a molecular biology major, adjusts the temperature of
a hot plate during an experimerit in his chemistry class. The goal of

CSU Board considers fee hike
By Jennifer lkuta
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJSU Students could pay
more than $1.000 per-semester
if the CSU Board of Trustees
approve fee hikes for the fifth
straight year.
Trustees are discussing a 10 to
22 percent increase. Those percentages translate into $1,008 to
$1,182 a semester at SJSU. Resident undergraduate fees for the
1993-94 school year are currently $864 a semester.
SJSU Graduate students currently pay the same fees as
undergraduates. If the CSU
Board of Trustees approve a 32
to 44 percent hike, it would create a differential fee system for
graduate students.
To the SJSU graduate student, that could mean an
increase to $1,095 to $1,194 per
semester. Any fee increase would
have to be approved by the state
Legislature for the 1994-95 state
budget.
These fees would generate
between $54 million and $88
million, one-third of which
would go toward financial aid.
SJSU fees differ from the

Costs vary throughout system
By Jennifer lkuta

.

lor’s Office, the average cost-to
attend full-time for 1993-94 is
Though CSU systemwide $1,600. Student body associafees are the same for all 20 cam- tion fees average $46; student
body center fees averpuses, campus-based
age $79 and instructionfees Yam
AUFORNIA ally related activities fees
For 1993-94, annual
average $28.
systemwide fees for resTATE
But when campusident students taking
NIVERSITY based fees like student
tip to six units are $834.
body centers, instrucFull-time students
those taking 6.1 units or inure tiona ly related activities and
student body associations are
pay $1,440 annually.
to
figures
According
See FEES, page 6
released by the CSU ChancelSpartan 1).1, Stan Writer

other 19 campuses in the CSU
system. Each campus regulates a
variety of fees, including student
association and student health
services fees.
Though the CSU Board of
Trustees has proposed a request
of more funds from the state,
higher fees for 1994-95 remain a
considei.,lion.
"We have asked the state for
more money and haven’t gotten
it," said Colleen Bentley-Adler,

spokeswoman for the CSI
Chancellor’s Office. "We have
no choice but to raise fees."
Bentlev-Adler said Chancellor
Barry Nitwit/ is living to structure fee increases to be more
predictable.
Over the next three years,
Munitz’s plan would have students paying one-third of their
educational costs.
The California State Student
Association is strongly opposed

to ally fee increa_se.
"Fees aren’t supposed to
increase more than 10 percent a
year there has to be a financial crisis," CSSA Executive
Director Nicole Launder said.
"Similar fee increases (to the
one-third proposal) in other
states aren’t predictable. We
don’t feel the (Chancellor’s)
policy would be one that benefits students in California."
Current state law regulates
fee increases at no more than 10
percent a year.
At SJSU, fees have increased
in leaps and bounds over the last
four years:
In 1992-93, fees for full-time
undergraduate resident students
writ. $778 a semester:
In 1991-92, fees were
per semester;
In 1990-91, it cost $489 per
semester.
Fees in the CSU system and at
SJSU were more affordable in
the past. Full-time SJSU students
paid:
$727.t Scat in 1985-86;
$22-1 :1 e.ii in 1980-81:
$192 a year in 197)-76:
$97 a oar iii 19(6-4,h.

the experiment was to determine the identity ot an unknown substance by testing its melting point.

Social Issues Eating Disorders

Taking the search
for thinness too far
By Kira Ratmanskv
sutrwritir
*tn.
When it comes to achieving
beauty standards, dieting and
exercise may take an ugly turn.
With varying symptoms and
degrees of intensity, anorexia,
bulimia and bulimirexia affect
mostly women, said Pain
Hinke, a SJSU nutritionist. All
three eating disorders involve
weight control and the perception of the perfect body.
Hinke said she sees approximately five SJSU students with
eating disorders a semester.
e in with quesThey usuall
tions about how to eat I ieht.
"I get people in hiri all the
time who cannot admit to
themselves thes hacc a problem," she said. "It takes weeks,
months and sometimes even
years to establish trust and talk
about the nitty-gritty."
Luanne’s eating disorder
started in the name of love. last

See EATING. page 6

Students
to benefit
from plan

Art from New York museum
will come to San Jose in ’94
form of four large-scale installaBy Carolina Moroder
Spartan Iktily Staff Writer
tions, with a Om-anon of 18
JOSI Callan, director of the months each. The partnership
San Jose Museum of Art, gave a covers a period of eight years
lecture at SJSU’s Art Building and is renewable.
Callan explained how the collast week about a new project
she feels will benefit the city of laboration came about.
’The Whitney has the largest
San Jose.
collection of conThe Art Histor
temporary
of
Association
American art in
invited
SJSU
the world," she
Callan as part of ’The Whitney has
said. "Of its
Tuesday
their
the largest
10,000 works of
lecture
night
art, 97 percent
series. In attencollection of
is in storage."
dance were stucontemporary
In
contrast,
dents, faculty and
SJMA has a
other interested
American
art
in
"very modest
people from the
the world.’
permanent colcommunity.
According to
josi Callan lection and a
Dirtying-1z: the Sajz
great facility."
Callan, the SJMA
The SJMA
and the Whitney
encompasses a
Museum of Amertotal of 78,000
ica: Art in New
York have developed a model of square feet, of which about onecollaboration that will assist both third will be used in the joint
project installations. SJMA will
museums in their goals.
They have prepared a plan in continue to present exhibitions
which the Whitney will provide it organizes itself.
The first installation, "Ameriworks from their permanent collection to be displayed at the can Art 1900-1940: A History
SJMA. It will be organized in the Reconsidered. Works from the

year, her boyfriend moved to
South America. The couple
parted on good terms and
Luanne made plans to come
and visit him during the summer.
"It all started because my
boyfriend made me really conscious of my b(Kly." she said.
Luanne’s goal was to have
the perfect body by summer.
She started skipping breakfast,
having a bagel for lunch and a
salad for dinner. She also
worked out everyday.
Exercising is a big part of an
anorexic’s life, said Debra Potosks5 a nutritionist at SJSU. In
her years of practice away from
SJSU, she met a 14-year-old hospitalized girl who, while she
waited for the doctor, would
run laps in the hallway, for the
fear of gaining weight.

lontes
kuM1 ’4411%5’1dt!

the opportunity to build an
infra.strucitne," Callan said.
-The installations will provide
the SJMA with an ensironment
for the implenwination of (stip*
Mg public and educational programs as well as meaningful context for its tempotary exhibitions," she said.

With President Clinton’s
push to create a better health
care system, uninsured students
at SJSU stand to benefit from
the change.
"Around 50 percent of students on campus do not have
major medical insurance," said
Dr. Robert Latta. interim director of Health Services.
Clintcm’s proposal ’ill 11.1r a
direct impact on students who
do not have comprehensive
medical insurance. ’This type of
ilisuratice covers hospitalization
for serious illness or injury.
According to Latta, during a
meeting of the American College Health Association this
summer, the Surgeon General
found college health services to
deliver cite( live student care.
Spit Health Services provides set Sues required by students iii the same way any doc-

See MUSEUM. page h

See HEALTH, page 6

51 ATT WALLIS-4"ARTANI‘511Y

Josi Callan is the director of the San Jose Museum of
Art, which is beginning an eight -year partnership
Permanent Collection of the
Whitney Museum of American
Art," is expected to open in
1994.
It will comprise between 80
and 1(X) pieces. including paintings and sculptures by renowned
artists such as Georgia O’Keefle,
Edward Hopper, Arshile Gorky,
Gaston
Hartley.
Marsden
Lachaise and others.

with New York’s Whitney Museum of American Art.
The program will start in 1994.

Callan emphasized the need
for San Jose to build an audience for the muwtan.
They rejected the idea of
huge, expensive
blockbusters
exhibitions which draw the
of the public for the
at
months they are presented
for econonii( and, educational
reams.
"Bliickbustet s don’t give you
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Editorial

A matter of life
or death
The tragedy experienced by one
familv should encourage others
to prevent a similar fate
should life end? This issue resin faced regarding 11 -month-old "Baby
WKen
," born without most of her brain.
She suffers from anencephaly, an inherited condition where a brain stein develops in the womb but
a brain cortex does not. She is without sensation or
thought and will never gain consciousnexs.
Clinging to life solely through the effects of
modern medicine, "Baby K" has lived either at a
Virginian nursing home or at a hospital’s pediatric
intensive care unit in the same state.
Acting out of "firm Christian faith that all life
should be protected," her mother is prolonging
"Baby K’s" existence at a cost of more than $1,400
per day for nursing care. according to a recent
Mercury News article.
She is in a "persistent vegetative state." With no
hope for recovery or normal human functioning,
her lingering moments offer her family little more
than emotional and financial drain.
The hospital advocates discontinuing the baby’s
treatment, a position shared by her father. But the
mother has refused to release Baby K from life support. A legal battle continues, the outcome
unknown at this time.
The ethical issues surrounding this case force us
to do some examination from our own perspectives. Suppose next week, on your commute to
work or school, you are involved in an accident
and suffer severe head injuries. What if you lapsed
into a coma, a vegetative state so deep that a feeding tube, respirator or other apparatus was
required to keep you alive?
If you know that you would not want your life
prolonged by artificial means or other measures, it
is imperative that you make your wishes known
while you have the chance.
An advance directive, such as a living will or a
durable power of attorney, can save your family
and friends the heartbreak of watching you deteriorate and the vehement disagreements that may
arise among those who think they know what is
best for you.
A living will allows you to state your views on the
medical treatment you do or do not want if you
ever become mentally incapacitated and cannot
make your wishes known.
In the durable power of attorney option, which
must be "updated" every seven years after being
witnessed or notarized, you may appoint a family
member or friend to be your "attorney-in-fact" If
you then become mentally incapacitated, your
appointee may speak for you. Durable power of
attorney forms, like living wills, include space for
you to express your wishes regarding the use or
withdrawal of certain medical treatment
The legal lines between these advance directives
may appear confusing or a bit hazy. But lawyers,
doctors, and Health Maintenance Organizations’
personnel are good avenues for further information and help.
Intimidating as the topic may be, it’s better to
consider the options while you are of sound mind
and body. Yours is the chance "Baby K" doesn’t
have.
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Life, death
and choice
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Society’s values are twisted
There will be no more
geniuses.
The artistic minds, who look
at the world and see odd connections of ideas essential to
invent new ways to view things,
have no place in our society.
They are an endangered species
without a special interest group
to protect them.
Instead, they are pushed away
to make room for the money
chasers who keep the cycle running smoothly without any variations of thought to stir things up.
As a friend of mine often says,
artists are the creators and the
interpreters. All others are simply maintenance workers janitors with cool titles.
The musicians, engineers,
designers, illustrators, painters
and writers are responsible for
creating everything that we perceive in our civilized world.
Philosophers and scientists (also
artists of a sort) are the interpreters, the seekers of knowledge of everything that exists.
The maintenance workers
businessmen, politicians, economists, government workers, military people etc. take what the
artists have developed and turn
them into twisted little moneymaking devices. They maintain
the machine.
There is a tragic irony in all of
this. We’re putting the creations
of the brilliant minds into the
hands of apes who have no
respect for them.
Even worse, the drones take
all the credit and get the most
encouragement. Parents don’t
want junior to become a great
sculptor; they want him or her to
make enough money to take
care of them when they’re old
and feeble.

This is why in our Age of
Unenlightenment, the potential
geniuses will have no way to blossom.
When I went to grade school,
before the Reagan and Bush
administrations, I was taught in a
progressive educational environment. We had very few desks,
vi’ v few textbooks and a lot of
Ii. ids-on learning. We learned
about things by either going outside and experiencing them or
interacting with students and
teachers in a relaxed, non-classroom, atmosphere.

are the
creators and the
interpreters. All
others are simply
maintenance
workers
janitors with cool
titles.’

’...artists

During that time I was
encouraged to develop as an
artist. I was in a situation conducive to expressive, unconfined
thought. I’m no genius, but it
gave me the perfect opportunity
to become one if! had the tools.
In our mainstream educational system, self-expression doesn’t
happen.
Children are told not to draw
pictures in the margins of their
math assignments, not to color
outside the lines, not to question
Jesus Christ and to understand
their place in society.
Respect and self-worth are

achieved through finding one’s
place on the assembly line of
life. Creativity is simply an amusing, albeit worthless, hobby.
I’d like to see where the maintenance workers would be without those who create their
world. They would be lost in a
black fog. They would have all
their dollars (really plain-looking
ones) and no where to spend
them.
Take a look at what is in your
field of vision right now. I guarantee that with the exception of
anything organic, everything
result of
everything is the
something an artist has created.
Yet artists are belittled as odd
people without a proper grip on
reality.
The fact is, however, that
artists live in a better reality than
the maintenance workers. Artists
are able to channel their experiences and emotions into incredible releases of expression. How
can a CEO compare with that?
The development of artistic
endeavors, and therefore the
pursuit of genius, has to be
developed on equal ground with
financial interests. Only through
this can things move forward
instead ofjust be maintained.

Jim Batcho is a Daily staff
columnist. His column appears
every other Thutsday.

Letters to the Editor

Question Man would improve Daily
Editor:
Just a suggestion, an idea on
how to improve the newspaper.
The Daily is very boring right
now. I understand it needs to
have serious journalistic merit,
but the students want a newspaper that is also mildly entertaining.
One feature I would really
enjoy reading and I know
many other students agree with
me would be The Question
Man."

I believe the Sunday issue of
either the "San Jose Mercury
News" or the "San Francisco
Chronicle" 1- as this feature.
An interesting question is
posed to five or six people who
have their picture and responses
printed.
This is always a favorite, lighthearted article that’s a pleasure
to read. A feature such as ’The
Question Man" would make the
newspaper much more interesting and entertaining, something

less serious than all the factfilled articles.
We students need a break
from studying, note taking, lecturers and long, boring newspaper articles.
Please add a little spice to our
lives and the SPARTAN DAILY,
include some amusing articles
and features. I would be happy
to help in any way.
Candy Hamill
senior, physics

Forum Page Policies
SPARTAN DAILY proThe
vides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas."
Any letter or column for the
forum page must be turned in
to Letters to the Editor’s box in
the newsroom, Dwight Bente’
Hall 209, or to the information
booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also he mailed to
the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN
DAILY, School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose
State University, One Washing-

ton Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed to (408)
924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number,
signature and major. Although
not encouraged, names may be
withheld upon request.
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring
a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the

property of the SPARTAN DAILY
and will be edited for grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to nonDaily staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to
500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If they
are longer, they may edited for
length.

s

anti-choice groups are using terMany
rorists’ tactics to circumvent the law
and are turning the United States into
a country governed by fear.
Groups such as Operation Rescue know it is
easier to harass doctors and terrorize clinics to
close than it would be to change a law passed by
the majority of the American people.
The fact that abortions are legal means nothing if there are no doctors willing to perform
them. Anti-choice groups know this and many of
them have changed their strategy accordingly.
It is working.
Fighty-three percent of the nation’s counties
anti one-half of all urban areas have no legal
abortion provider.
The number of U.S. hospitals providing abortions dropped by 37 percent between 1977 and
1988 (the last analyzed data). Mississippi had 14
providers in 1981. Today, only two doctors are
known to provide abortion services there. North
Dakota and South Dakota have just one each.
The decline in available abortion providers is
a direct result of anti-choice terrorists actions.
Their tactics are as varied as they are appalling.
In 1992, there have been 73 chemical attacks on
U.S. abortion clinics. Anti-choicers pour acid
through broken windows or holes drilled in the
walls.
When staff members arrive at the clinic the following morning, they are overwhelmed with
potentially fatal gas fumes, causing burning eyes,
nausea, and vomiting. Nearly 50 victims have
been rushed to emergency rooms. No anti-choice
arrests have been made.
These terrorists have the nerve to call themselves "pro-life."
Vandalism against abortion clinics doubled
between 1991 and 1992. Arson incidents are up
to 16 cases this year, all unsolved.
Extreme anti-choicers record license plate
numbers in clinic parking lots to legally acquire
identifying information about the patients, who
often receive anti-abortion literature in the mail
soon after. Sometimes the woman’s home
receives a phone call informing the family of her
visit to the clinic.
In Florida, Operation Rescue operates "boot
camps," that teach members how to track doctors social security numbers to file lawsuits
against them.
Although anti-choice leaders claim they do not
condone the murder of doctors, their heartless
reactions to the shooting of Dr. David Gunn in
Florida were not convincing.
"Quite a number of babies’ lives will be saved,"
said Randall Terry, leader of Operation Rescue.
By offering help to the murderer’s family,
Terry indirectly condoned the act
Eleven more doctors stopped performing
abortions during the three months after Gunn ’s
murder.
Murder is the most extreme tactic used by antichoicers, and, again, the murderers call themselves "pro-life." They are obviously confused.
A person who is pro-life does 01)t think it is OK
to injure and maim people, to harass people and
to murder people because of a moral disagreement
How can more value be placed on one life
than on another? Was Dr. Gunn’s life inconsequential because he performed abortions? What
about the lives of his wife and children?
Abortion is the nation’s most commonly performed surgical procedure, totaling about 1.6
million a year. Anti-choice groups have not succeeded in decreasing the number of performed
abortions, only the number of providers.
Protesters have only succeeded in reducing
the quality of care for women. Many are now
forced to travel hundreds of miles for a safe, legal
abortion, making it less likely that they will be
able to seek quality follow-up care.
Anti-choice propaganda would have the American people believe abortion doctors are leading
lives of luxury and leisure that the performing
of abortions is a wonderful money-making industrY
However, abortion doctors receive threatening
phone calls, bite bodyguards or carry guns and
install bulletproof glass at their clinics. -They are
often shunned by family, friends and members of
their communities (not to mention total
strangers). Some travel thousands of miles to perform abortions in areas where no other doctors
offer them.
The tactics of anti-choicers area threat to our
democratic society.
If Operation Rescue and other anti-choicers
can find ways to take away our legal freedom of
choice, what’s next? Will Catholics block Jewish
synagogues and frighten rabbis to convert? Will
vegetarians harass shoppers who buy meat at
grocery stores and convince farmers only to use
cows for milk?
These ideas are outrageous, but it is just as outrageous that the anti-choice minority can manipulate the U.S. legal system and block the availability of abortions by using fear as their tool.
We need laws that will protect the doctors and
the clinics. We need to investigate the terrorists’
acts and prosecute the perpetrators. Otherwise,
our freedom cannot be guaranteed.

Holly Celeste Fisk is a Daily staff writer
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
AFGHAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, 2:00p.m., Guadalupe
Room, Student Union
BLACK STUDENT UNION: General
meeting, 6:00-7:00p.m., Royce
Hall Tutorial RoomA, First Floor,
Call Kofi Wwusi-Puryear 4461020
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Co-op Orientation,

12:30p.m., Almaden Room, Student Union, Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033
CHI P: SIGMA FRATERNITY: Initiation (new candidates), 8p.m Call
998-9113
DISABLED STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, 4:15p.m., Student
Union. Costanoan Rm., Call
Denise 297-7393
GALA: Evening at the Cafe, Poetry, music and coffee, 4:308:00p.m., Guadalupe Room,
Student Union, 236-2002
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Speaker from Apple

Canopies," 12:00p.m. Call Del
924-5200
MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
"Juma’a Prayer," every Friday
until the end of the semester,
12:30-1:30p.m., Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call Tarin Aziz
(510)785-6169
SILTH STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
General
meeting,
12:301:30p.m., Pacheco rm., Student
Union. Call Parvinder 924-8736
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS:
Workshop "Dress for Success,
Resume Writing, Interviewing
Techniques,"
11:30a.m.1:30p.m., Guadalupe rm., Student Union.
SOLES (SOCIETY OF LATINO
ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS): General body meeting, 12:301:20p.m., Engineering building,
rm.358. Call Angie 924-3830

SATURDAY

Oct. 2

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE CENTER: Beach clean-up, 8:00a.m.1:00p.m., "It’s Beach," Santa
Cruz. Call Kristi 924-5467
JMACLA: Guillermo GomezPena in New World (B) Order,
800p.m., San Jose Center for
Latino Arts, 510 S. First St. Call
Jaime Alvarado 998-2783
SJSU VIETNAMESE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Annual Fall Picnic,

Corp., 5:30p.m., Almaden Rm.
Call Laurie 251-1152
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH:
Sukkoth Hospitality, 5:00p.m.,
Call Ester Riva Kokin 263-3246
METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT:
SEMINAR, "Turbulent Coherent
Structures Within and Above
Plant Canopies," 12p.m. Call
9:00a.m.-400p.m., Vasona
924-5200
SJSU LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES Park, Los Gatos. Call 450-9399
ASSOCIATION: "Latin American
Military in Film."6p.m., Duncan
Oct. 3
Hall 135
SJSU THEATRE ARTS DEPT.: "A BILLY DEFRANK COMMUNITY
Piece of My Heart," 8:00p.m., CENTER: Alex DeGrassi concert,
$10 general, $6 students, Uni- 6:00p.m. and
8:30p.m.,
versity Theatre, 5th and San Fer- DeFrank Community Center. Call
nando, Call Box Office 924- 293-2429
4555
CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY/THE
STUDENT AFFIUATION FOR ENVI- NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Mass,
RONMENTAL RESPECT: Club trip to 6:00p.m. and 8:00p.m., St.
DeAnza Rainforest presentation, Joseph Cathedral, San Fernando
meet at 5:15 to carpool, and Market sts. Call Fr. Mark
Wahlquist Room 115, Call 298-0204
Christy Ried 924-8950
CHI OMEGA: Car wash/bake
STUDENT
HEALTH
SERVICE: sale,
10:00a.m.-3:00p.m.,
Weight Management Program McDonald’s, White and Aborn.
for Employees, 12:00-1:00p.m., Coll Michelle M. 279-9680
Health Building, Room 208, Call LILY OF THE VALLEY CHRISTIAN
Oscar Battle, Jr. 924-6117
CHURCH: Sunday worship,
THE LISTENING HOUR: Live Clas- 9:30a.m. and 1 1:00a.m., 300
sical Music, Flute, soprano, Iran- S. 10th St., Corner of San Carian ensemble, 12:30-1:15p.m., los. Call Nordeon Baxter 270Music Building Concert Hall, 2055
Call Joan Stubbe 924-4631
SJSU CYCUNG TEAM: Club ride,
TliE TAMING HANDS Cu*: Meet- 8:00p.m., Corner of Santa Tereing, 300p.m., Pacheco Room, sa and Baily. Call Mike Spitz
Student Union, Call DSS office
295-1355

SUNDAY

FRIDAY

Oct.

ANIMANIACS: Patiabor 4-6, Here
is Greenwood 3, Record of
Lodoss War 3-5, 2:30p.m.,
Engineering Auditorium rm.189.
Call Ronnie Kwong 259-9134
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Picnic, meet 2:00p .m. in front of
Joe West Hall, Lake Cunningham. Call Wingfield 252-6876
DIRECT ACTION AWANCE: Meeting, 7:00p.m., Peace Center, 48
S. Seventh St. Call Juan Har
236-3765
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:

General
body
meeting,
12:30p.m., Almaden rm., Student Union. Call Prassana
Pendse 279-6925
LDSSA: Latter Day Student Association, Friday forum, Speaker
Pres. Ball, Mission President,
12:30p.m., LDSSA Student
Resort Facility Center, 66 S. Seventh St. Call 286-3313
M.E.CHA.: "Revise M.E.Ch.A.
Constitution," 7:00p.m., 429 S.
Ninth St. #3. Call Miguel 9233150 or Mar,vrita 297-0720
METEROLOGY DEPARTMENT: Seminar: "Turbulent Coherent Structures Within and Above Plant

MONDAY

Oct 4

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP:
Bible brown bag, 11:00a.m.,
Student Union, Call Tim 2980204
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP:
Christian Bible study "Sexual
Morals & Mores," 7:00p.m.,
Campus Chapel. Call Tim 2980204
MATH AND C.S. CLUB: Lecture:
"Contributions of Ancient Chinese in Mathematics and Computer Science," 3:00p.m., MacQuarrie Hall rm. 425. Call Dr.
S.M. Lee
SJSU DEPT. OF RECREATION AND
LEISURE STUDIES: Free Sports
Challenge Carnival, 1 2:00] :00p.m., Dirt lot ccross from
Event Center. Call Mike McRee
or Steve Dowling 924-3000
UNDERGRADUATE SOCIAL WORK
STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Club
meeting, volunteer services,
career info., guest speakers,
related
majors
welcome,
4:30p.m., Washington Square
Hall rm. 215. Call Liz Pezoa
270-2308 or Jenny 224-0806
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Woman arrested in parking lot shooting death
A disSAN PABLO (AP)
pute over smoking in a nonsmoking restatuant lett one
Richmond women dead and
another in jail on Mtlider
charges, police said.
Daphnye Luster, 22, was
arrested at her home Tuesday.
She admitted to shooting 1 year-old !Lichen Rashan lionston shortly before 3 a.m. Saturday, said Sgt. Tint Keefe.

Luster was sitting in the nor smoking section of a Denny’s
restaulant with her four children when she lit up a cigarette.
Five women at a nearby table
complained to the manager
about the smoke. An employee
asked Luster to extinguish the
cigarette, move to the smoking
section or leave. She chose to
leave.
But a woman in Houston’s

group insulted Luster, saying the
children should be at home at
that hour, said (*wila Alexander,
who was with the group.
Luster left the restaurant but
returned soon after with a shotgun, witnesses told police. She
allegedly fired at Houston, who
was driving her car out of the
parking lot, and struck her in
the head, police said.
I.uster was booked into the

Contra Costa County Jail in Mar tine/ on homicide charges, said
Sari Pablo police Detective Larry
Hunt.
A shotgun that is believed to
hase been used in deadly the
slaing was found in Luster’s
home, he said.
Luster’s husband didn’t know
about the ito (lent until police
arrived to arrest his wife Sgt.
Keefe said.

Privately financed U.S.-Russian venture to launch moon robots
HOUSTON (AP) A new,
private U.S. space company
plans to team with Russian engineers and scientists in a venture
to place robotic researchers on
the moon, according to a published report.
Intel national Space Enterprises plans to gather data 6 oin
the dark side of the moon by
satellite in the next three years
and eventually place telescopes
and a remote-control lunar
rover on the moon, the Houston
Chronicle reported in Wednesday’s editions.
Such a project would offer
the first opportunity for scientific exploration of the moon since
the NASA’s Apollo program
ended in the early 1970s.
Company officials scheduled

Mafia edict
draws varied
responses from
law enforcement
LOS ANGELES (AP)
have
shootings
Drive-by
dropped up to 50 percent in
some areas since the Mexican
Mafia demanded that Hispanic
gangs stop the practice. But
some are skeptical of the longterm impact.
"The Mexican Mafia tends to
be structured, with an identified
leadership and codified rules of
conduct. Street gangs come
purely from emotion. They
rebel against any authority; even
among their own," said Los
Angeles County sheriff’s Sgt.
Wes McBride.
Imprisoned members of the
feared group began issuing
orders months ago to halt driveby shootings that have killed
many innocent people. Hispanic gang members were told to
settle their grudges face to face.
Hispanic gang killings in
areas patrolled by the Sheriff’s
Department are down 15 percent compared to last year and
down 50 percent in some LAPD
divisions.
"The difference is tangible,"
said the Rev. Tom Smolich, a
Jesuit priest at Dolores Mission
near the Pico-Aliso housing project, which is home to eight
gangs.

Simon offered I , As. details
about financing for the venture,
which he estimated would cost
tens of millions of dollars. He
said, however, that co-founders
have already invested heavily
and have looked into getting
start-up funds from Wall Street
investment banking firms,
Among ISE’s founders is
Larry Bell, director of the University of Houston’s Sacakawa hit
Wilson to appoint him to a seat
representing a Northern California district on the State Board
of Equalization.
Wilson reportedly is being
pressured by state Republicans
to name Presley to the five-meritber board that, among other
duties, oversees collection of reveral state taxes and fees. The

a news conference for today in
San Diego to formally announce
their plans and a partnership
with Russia’s Lavochkin Association, a space group that (leveloped lunar rovers in the 1970s
and is now being privatized.
ISE, which will be founded in
San Diego, expects to keep costs
down through its joint venture
with the Russians. Rather than
build new systems, it plans to
adapt rockets and lunar landing
vehicles previously used in the
Soviet space program.
Company president Mike
Simon, a former NASA
researcher and General Dynamics engineer, said the strategy
should help the company run a
’Thant mission for about a tenth
of the price of a NASA mission.

GOP believes that with Presle%
out of the way, the party can capture his seat.
One problem: the senator’s
legal resideii, \ is here in Southern Califoi ina state law pro’ides a tine-Nritr residen9
requirement for appointments
to the boa: d. Naming Presley to
represent a dist, irt stretching
from the lia% Ar-a to the Oregon border would be bending
if not outright breaking Of
the law.
It would be a mistake for Sen.
Presley to allm, his squeakyclean reputation 1,1 be tainted liy
a politically-mot i% at ed appointment that’s legally dubious. He
should ask the g, Aernor to withdraw his name from consider&
tion.

Disney alters ’Aladdin’ lyrics
on home video in stores friday
nation Committee said some
lyrics were offensive. Disney
changed them, arid the videotape version uses the new verses.
Two lines in the film’s opening song, "Arabian Nights,"
were changed. The lyric read
originally:
"Oh, I come from a land
From a faraway place
Where the caravan camels
roam.
Where the% ( tit off your ear

BURBANK (AP) It won’t
be "A Whole New World" as
Walt Disney Co. releases
"Aladdin" on videotape this
week just a slightly changed
one.
The Oscar-winning animated feature is Disney’s all-time
box office champ, and its song
"A Whole New World" has
been a hit as well.
But when the film was
released, the Washington-based
American-Arab Ariti-Discrimi-

If they don’t like your lac(
It’s barbaric, but hey, its
home. The references to lopped
ears and barbarism were
replaced with lyrics describing
the desert climate and geogral
phy.
The "Aladdin" videos, officially on sale Friday but already
in some stores, list for $24.90
each, but discount stores were
expected to sell it for as low as
$16.

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "THE ADDAMS FAMILY"’’

Michael J. Fox

County to send
President Clinton
the bill for illegal
immigration
SAN DIEGO (AP) Supervisors of San Diego County
voted to send President Clinton
and Congress a monthly invoice
detailing the dollar-for-dollar
cost of illegal immigration
borne by local U.S. citizens.
The supervisors want the federal government to pay up.
They said they are tired of having their yearly budget eaten
away by health, education, and
welfare benefits that must go to
undocumented immigrarits.
San Diego citiiens pay

He thought

there was nothing
as seductive as money.
He was wrong.

upwards of $146 million each
year for services for illegal imnmigrants, money that could go
toward the needs of people who
live here legally, said supervisor
Dianne acob, who represents

the lxifder area.
"We simply cannot afford to

be spending precious tax dollars
oil those who are illegally here,"

jacob said
The San Diego ( :ninny supervisors said they support Wilson’s
plan to cut off social services to
undocumented migrants, and
they voted in 1,wor of the governor’s controversial pit yr salr
ing for an amendment to the
U.S. Constitution denying t inrenship to t.hildren of illegal
immigrants.

Read the Spartan Daily every
single day!
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Sports
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Visually challenged
athletes compete
in track and field
BY Pamela Cornelison
si;.u-i.u, kw, Sufi Wntet
The gotx1 old days, when athletic running events were still a
staple of SJSU athletics, will be
back on track Saturday, but with
one important difference.
The 1993 Track and Field Fall
Classic is a competitive event for
blind and visually challenged
athletes.
The event begins at 8:30 a.m.
at the South Campus track.
Sponsored by SJSU and the
U.S. Association of Blind Athletes, the track meet is the university’s first USABA-sanctioned
event.
Athletes are classified by their
visual acuity from B1, legally
blind. to 133, 20/200 to 20/600
vision.
They will compete in the shot
put. discus, long jump, high
jtunp, 1500 and 3000-meter run,
and 100, 200 and 400-meter
dash events.
SJSU and USABA will also
hold a seminar and reception
on Friday as part of the association’s outreach and volunteer
recruitment program.
Here, the public will be able
to meet and talk with USABA’S
world-class paralynipic athletes.
In total, these athletes hold
more than 40 world records in

various sports competitions, as
well as world championships in
athletics, Alpine skiing, judo,
powerlifting, swimming and
wrestling.
Janice Morgan, a senior
majoring in human performance, has worked for a year to
bring the track and field meet to
SJSU.
She coordinated the weekend
event with the help of Nancy
Megginson and James Bryant of
the human performance department, Donna Abernathy and
Cindy Murata of the disabled
student services office and Ali
Mehrabian of the Disabled Students Association.
Morgan, a 83 athlete, says the
community outreach and educational seminar is an important
part of the entire event because
it helps break down the myths
some people believe about blind
and visually challenged athletes.
"A visually challenged person
often ’sees’ more through their
other senses than a sighted person does," Morgan said.
"In fact," she said, "the other
senses act as performance et:palizers (for the blind athlete).
USABA is a member of the
U.S. Olympic Committee, the
International Blind Sports Association and International Paralympic Committee.
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Singleton leads SJSU defense

PHOTOS BY ERIC S. HUFFMAN SPARTAN DAILY

SJSU middle linebacker Jim Singleton, left, attempts to break
through offensive guard Mike Gardner during practice at South

Campus. Singleton leads the Spartan football team in total tackles
this season with 19 unassisted and 25 assisted.

Quiet Spartan linebacker does ’his talking with his helmet’
By Kristin Lomax

SJSU/USABA Track and Field Fall Classic
Friday
Community Outreach Seminar
3-3:45 p.m.
3:45-4:45 p.m. Keynote speakers
5-6:30 p.m. Meet the USABA athletes

SPX 448
SPX 44B
SPX 107
& Courtyard

Saturday
at South campus track -10th St. and Alma
Opening ceremonies
8:30-9 a.m.
9-10:30 a.m. Track and tield clinic with paralympians
10:30 a.m.-2;30 p.m. Track and Field Fall Classic
2:30-3:30 p.m. Awards ceremonies

Women’s golf team moves
into first place tie in tourney
Walton and Stensrud are
The SJSU women’s golf team
moves into a first place tie with among six players who are tied
the University of Southern Cali- for second at three-over par 147.
fornia at Los Angeles as they They trail first round leader
head into the final round of the Jenny Park of UCLA.
Oklahoma State is in third
Dick McGuire Invitational.
SJSU, the two-time defending place with the University of
team champions, are tied with Oklahoma trailing behind in
the Bruins with a 597 team fourth place.
SJSU is the only team with
score.
Senior Lisa Walton shot an three golfers among the top ten
even par 72 and sophomore individuals. Freshman Janice
Vibeke Stensrud added a one- Moodie is tied for eighth place
over par 73.
at 149.

Without diet pills, "drugs or
special food supplements
Using self-guided imagery learned
at the SLYMMETRY Seminar
DATE: Saturday Oct 9, 1993
TIME: either 8:30AM-12:30PM or 1:30 - 5:30PM
LOCATION Holiday Inn at Park Center Plaza
282 Almaden Blvd., San Jose, CA.
COST: $125 (Students $80)
Slymmetri Seminar Presented by:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.P.H.
Specialist in Preventive Medicine
Graduate of NYU Medical School

tion.
John Mountain, a senior fullJim Singleton is a man of back on the team agreed with
few words who lets his achieve- Roche. "Jim is definitely a team
ments speak for themselves, leader," Mountain said . "All
and they like to talk.
the guys follow his example
As one of the Big West Con- because he never seems to do
ference’s premier linebackers, anything wrong."
Singleton is a quiet motivaSingleton currently leads the
Spartan football team in total tor that likes to stay within himtackles with 19 unassisted and self.
25 assisted.
These qualities will help him
For the 1992 season, he in the police department, a
earned second-team All-Big career he hopes to pursue after
West Conference recognition his college career.
and was third on the team in
As for the NFL, Coach Raltackles with 61 and three guar- stun isn’t too sure.
terback sacks.
"Speed will definitely be a
On the field, Singleton plays factor for Jim," Ralston said.
aggressively and calls the plays
for the Spartan defense. Off
the field, according to friends
Jim is one of those
and players, he is anything but
the aggressive middle line- outstanding men
backer that puts fear in quaryou like to take
terbacks’ eyes.
"Jim is a great person who is home and call your
a very dedicated and respected
athlete," said Spartan Head own.’
Coach John Ralston. "He is a
John Ralston
SJSU football bead coach
pillar of strength as both a
defensive leader and team captain."
Singleton came to SJSU as a
1991 JC Athletic Bureau first- "He is one of those guys that is
team All-America and second- a great college player, but you
team JC Grid Wire All-America never know if he s what the
selection from Gavilan college. NFL is looking for."
Although the Spartans have
He began his college career
at Linfield College in Oregon, started the season 0-4. Singleas quarterback, but soon real- ton’s statistics show an optiizeoi his talents were on the mistic side to the team’s losing
defensive side.
record.
Linebackers coach Andy Thornburg, left, talks to Jim Singleton
Ralston predicts an out- about a play that UC Berkeley uses frequently.
"Jim is a quiet guy who
doesn’t like to talk too much," standing year for the middle
said sophomore Brain Roche, a linebacker, and a year hopeful- football player is concentrating
Singleton’s
on one game at a time.
tight end for the Spartans and ly without any injuries.
Career Defensive Stats
He may be a quiet guy, but
It will be interesting to see
Singleton’s neighbor. "As a
(does not include this season)
football player he is unbeliev- whether or not Singleton can as Roche argued, "Jim likes to
UT
AT
Total
able, one of the best lineback- maintain his impressive num- do his talking with his helmet"
61
23
38
Singleton is the Spartan’s
bers His season took a turn last
ers I have ever seen."
An example of Singleton’s year when he sprained his knee top defender among linebackers and defensive linemen.
modesty is his reluctance to be during the Wyoming game.
SK
ASK FUM
According to Ralston, as a
He missed the Cal State
interviewed about his playing.
3
0
0
Sports Information Director Fullerton game and returned team captain, Singleton has
leadership.
Lawrence Fan stressed Single- two weeks later, but was unable shown impressive
INT
DEF
Singleton is both respected
ton’s desire to stay out of the to match his early-season conand liked by his peers, and as
tributions.
limelight
This year Singleton can Ralston put it, "Jim is one of
"Jim prefers that the whole
Rushing Statistics
defensive line be the topic of prove himself as a consistent those outstanding men you like
NO.
YDS. AVG.
to take home and call your
an article," Fan said. "He player.
1
8
8.0
For right now, this modest own."
doesn’t like to get all the attenSpartan Daily Staff Writer

and UC Berkeley.
Fill out the bottom slip and send it plus a check or money order to:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.PH.
18550 Saint Louise Drive, #201
Morgan Hill, Ca 95037 or call: 408-778-3837
(make check payable to: Stephen Redmond, M.D.)
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Choice of seminar time: 08:30 AM - 12:30 PM
(choose one)

Ep:30 PM - 5:30 PM

Spartan soccer goalkeeper
receives ’Player of the Week’
SJSU soccer goalkeeper Keith
Bateman has been named the
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation "Mountain Division Player
of the Week" for his performance in the Spartans three
games last week.
The sophomore recorded 18
saves on the week, including
eight against UC Irvine in the
championship
of
the
Mitre/SJSU Classic.
Bateman helped SJSU defeat

Cal Poly-SLO 2-0, Texas Christian, 6-1 and UC1 4-0.
He has played every minute
of all eight games this season
and has a 1.32 goals against average.
Bateman also has three
shutouts this season.
He is the second Spartan to
be honored by the conference
this season, joining Spencer
Belidcau who received the same
kudos two weeks ago.

Big West Conference Standings
Volleyball
Conference

Long Beach State
UC Santa Barbara
Hawa,,
San Jose State

Pacific
UC Irvine
Nevada
Utah State
New Mexico State
Cal State Fullerton

(Neap

W

L

Pct.

W

L

Pct

1.000
3
6
3
2
3
1
1

0

1.000
.857
600
500
500
.250
167
000
000

10
10

0
1
4
6
4
6
4
13
10
12

1.000
.909
.667
.538

2
2
3
3
5
3
4

7
6
7
8
3
2
0

.600
.530
.667
.188
.167
.000

lLY

0
9
7
8
0
8
7
,7
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Russians sick of
political crisis
MOSCOW (AP) - Go out
on the streets and ask Russians
what they think of the standoff
between Boris Yeltsin and the
parliament. More often than
not, you get a one-word answer:
"nadoyelo" - sick of it.
It’s not just barbed is ire, water
cannons and flak-jacketed riot
police that have isolated about
100 defiant lac, makers in the
parliament building, or White
House. It’s disgust with politics.
"We’re fed up," Otto Latsis,
political commentator for the
newspaper Izvestia, said Wednesday.
"We had several years of
extreme interest in politics I’d say unnaturally high interest.
We’re tired of it. People see that
things do not get better just
because now they can choose
their leaders dt nocratically,"
Latsis said.
Yeltsin’s tactics have worked
so far Since he dissolved parliament Sepi 21 and hard-line lawn .ker barricade(’ themselves in
the
ate Houst , he has laid a
sever but nonviolent siege.
hi these conditions, public
indifference clearly helps the
president. If the lawmakers are
isolated and ignored, eventually
their will must break.
One possibility still gnaws at
Yeltsin’s camp: that the lawmak-

World Events

ers or their volunteer guards,
desperate to attract attention
and save face, could provoke
violence by opening fire from
the White House.

Leading neo-Nazi
sentenced to 10 years

VIENNA, Austria (Ap) -A

leading Austrian neo-Nazi figure was convicted Wednesday of
violating a law banning Nazi
and neo-Nazi activities and sentenced to 10 years in prison.
lined Kuessel, 35, firmly
I the main charge - that
I
.unded a political organizab,a1 to reestablish the German
National Socialist Worker’s
(Nazi) Party to take power, with
violence if necessary, the Austria
P ess Agency reported.
Kuessel was also charged with
having denied that Jews, Gypsies
and others were systematically
nut tic ed in Nazi concentration camps in World War H. He
said he had always tried to avoid
taking part in that "scientific
debate, APA reported.
v.,,ssel was found guilty by
an eight-member jury in a Vienna court on nine of 11 counts.
APA did not elaborate on which
charges were rejected. He
appealed the verdict.
Kuessel was arrested in January 1992 in a police crackdown
on extremist groups in Austria.
He has a record of convictions
for extreme right-wing activities.

Epidemic ends after
afflicting 50,000 Cubans
GENEVA (AP) - A house-tohouse vitamin distribution program has quelled an unprecedented epidemic that sickened
more than 50,000 Cubans; the
cause remains a mystery.
Bjorn Thylefors, head of a
World Health Organization
investigation team, said Wednesday a combination of an unknown poison and poor nutrition
apparently was to blame.
"There has been a nutritional component but it doesn’t explain it entirely," Thylefors said.
The disease has been identified as optic neuritis. Victims
either suffer general pain and
weight loss.

Libya says two suspects
may be tried in Scotland
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Libya
said today it does not object to a
trial in Scotland for two Libyans
accused of blowing up Pan Am
Flight 103 and would urge the
men to give themselves up.
But a Libyan lawyer for the
men, Ibrahim Legwell, said the
defense team won’t even meet
to discuss any surrender until
next week. That means Libya
will miss a Friday deadline set by
Britain and the United States to
surrender the men or face
sterner sanctions from the United Nations.

Shevardnadze
strikes back, shuts
opposition paper
TBILISI, Georgia (AP) Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze, reeling from the
loss of Sukhumi to Abkhazian
separatists, is facing a new threat from his arch-rival, former
President Zviad Gamsakhurdia.
Gamsakhurdia, deposed in
a bloody coup in January
1992, returned from exile last
week and quickly organized a
powerful military force in his
regional stronghold of Mingrelia in western Georgia. He
demanded that Shevardnadze
resign and new elections be
held.
Shevardnadze struck back
late Tuesday and ordered a
pro-Gamsakhurdia newspaper,
Iberia Spektr, shut down for 30
days. A Justice Ministry order
said the independent weekly
was being temporarily banned
because it printed "material
offensive to the nation and
insulting to the government."
Iberia Spektr, widely seen as
supporting Gamsakhurdia’s
bid to regain the presidency,
had planned to run a frontpage story headlined, "The
Government Has Shown Its
Incompetence," claiming Georgia’s problems began with the
ouster of Gamsai hI irdia.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
WINNING ART =
Local retailer seeks innovatrve
original art with "sense of style"
for charity benefit auction event.
Artwork to be displayed in-store
poor to event. $500.00 grant to
artist bringing hishest auction
pnce. For details visit ARRAY
at Oakhdge Mall. San Jose.
or call 1-800444-6663.

Obsession, Opium. Beautiful, Joy,
Eternity, Shalimar, Oscar de la
Renta, Red, Giorgio, Poison. White
Linen, Pssion, L’Air du Temps,
Halston, Samsara, Realities,
Spellbound. Escape & Lauren.
1/2 oz. - $15./bottle. 1 oz.-520.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
giving.All perfumes guar,hteed
to your satisfaction. We cnalienge
you to tell the difference from the
original. To order, send your check
with sales tax, add $3.00 shipping
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
(800) 876-1668.

HELP WANTED

TEACHERS/AIDES Full & part
time. Long & short term positions.
We offer competitive wages.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers Choice Temporary Personnel.
Reach out 4 hours per week as a 408/227-7209.
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure WATIPERSON NEEDED Parttime.
mental Illness. We train. Call Evening and weekend shifts
available. Apply in person.
(408) 436-0606.
Britannia Arms. 5027 Almaden
DUCOIST MEDITATION CLASSES. Espy. San Jose, 95118.
Wednesday evenings near SJSU.
SANDWICH MAKER SLICERS.
Saraha Center 297-6840.
Start $7.00/hr. 3 or 4 hr. shifts,
days, Tues. Wed. Thur. & Fri. until
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge. 3 pm. Apply in person after 2 pm.
848 N. First St. San Jose.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
PT TECH SUPPORT/nsc **wore
A.S.
Office
or
For brochure see
Requires strong communication
call (800)655-3225.
skills & detailed knowledge of the
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111 Mac. Send resume: Advanced SoftExperience the thrill of free falling ware, 1095 E Duane, Ste. 103,
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s Sunnyvalle, CA 94086. Phone
only skydiving center. Come join us 408/7330745, FAX 408/733-2335.
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes SHERATON &El JOSE is nom hiring
of training. For the true thrill seek- Guest Service Agent- F/T
er, try an accelerated freefall Bell person -P/T
Hostess- P/T
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a Applications accepted Mon. -Fri.
certified skydiver, starting with a sbi 1801 Barber Lane, Milpitas. EDE.
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump DEICE INSTRUCTORS. Immediate
also available. Owned and operat- openings ’akin, Street Ftrit, Ballet
ed by SJSU students and grads. & Musical Showdance; children
For more info call (510)634-7575. ages 3-13. $15.-$25. per/hr.
depending on experience. Call
WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE? Julie or Toss 9843257.
Call Sport/Entertainment line
1-900-990-5505 ext. 460. $2.00 LEARN TO OE A LOAN OFFICER.
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone Excellent ground floor opportunity.
required. Avg. call 3 min. Limey Ni. You could be making up to
$35,000.00 your first year!
Anchorage AK.
To learn how, call 378-8088 for an
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE appointment or fax 37880139.
You need exposure to succeed in
MODELING. Now you can put your LIP TO $1,775. $7,100 PIN MCKIM
photo and information in front without selling! Let your answering
of 100’s of the top advertising machine do the selling for you.
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your Call my exciting recording for
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM details today (408)450-2750.
for details. (408)249-9737.
SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
RIND RAISER.
Weekly Paychecks
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups,
Excellent Benefits
Clubs, motivated indNiduals.
Credit Union
1-800655-6935 ext.101.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Vacation Pay
Referral Bonus
1990 HONDA SCOOTER 80 ELJTE Apply: Monday Fhday 8 am. -5 pm.
Vanguard SecwIty Services
Low mileage. Like new. $850.
321.2 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
Call 942-1422.
CA 95054. Near 101, at San
Tomas Espy. & Olcott. Equal
AUTO INSURANCE
Opportunity Employer.
Campis Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
ACUFACTS, INC.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Needed Now!
"Good Rates for NortGood Drivers"
Full time / Part time. NI shifts.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Apply Mon.- Fri. 8am. - 6pm.
’Good Student’
5550 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
"Family Multi-car"
(408) 2865880.
CALL TODAY 298,5270
FREE QUOTE
PAANAGEMBIT poslticns
SALES
/
08UGA1ION
NO
NO HASSLE
available for career oriented
Nso open Saturdays 9-2.
individual in the hearth fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
QUAUTY UMW IBM COMPATELES throughout the entire bay area. If
286/386/486 Great Law Prices you are an eager & self motNated
individual looking to start off right.
Complete Systems / Warranty
we will give you a chance. Salaries,
Call 14100400-2007.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 713-883-KICK.
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL 0850 and call 1800
presents fine fragences from Paris Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
Perfume, Miners at Chanel No 5.

AUTOMOTNE

ELECTRONICS

MUM
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Nighttime crime plus
inactive police equals
terror in Haiti
PETIONVILLE, Haiti (AP)
- A white pickup truck rumbles up and down a side road
after midnight, repeatedly passing by thieves carrying appliances from a neighbonng
home.
The truck, driven by a uniformed police officer with six
plainclothes army auxiliaries in
the back, does not stop. Neighbors watch the hourlong theft;
no one dares go out.
The ambiguous relationship
between the thieves and the
army auxiliaries reflects the
breakdown in law and order in
the two years since the military
ousted Haiti’s civilian president.
Despite a demand by Haiti’s
transition government to disarm the auxiliaries, more and
more are recruited and armed,
human rights leaders say.

Aid groups pull out,
complain about U.N.
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) International charities are
pulling staff out of the embattled
Somali
capital
of
Mogadishu, citing dangers they
say are only made worse by U.N.
military operations.
"There is no respect for (aid
workers) in Somalia anymore,"
said Patrick Vial of the Paris-
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based Doctors Without Borders.
Vial was his organization’s
last worker in Mogadishu. ’
left this week for neighb. wing
Kenya.
Several other relief groups
also recalled workers to Kenya
in recent days because of threats
that Somali gunmen plan to
take Americans or other foreigners hostage.

Angolans search
vainly for peace
LUANDA, Angola (AP) Domingos Mateus trained his
parrot to shriek "Dos Santos
won! Dos Santos won!" to celebrate Angola’s first democratic elections last September. .
But when the hopeful venture into democracy collapsed
into warfare a month later,
Mateus strangled the bird, terrified its partisan cries might
be heard by armed rebels and
put his life in danger.
A year after peace glimmered on the horizon, there
is no end in sight to round
two of the bloody civil war.
More than 100,000 people
are believed to have been
killed since UNITA leader
Jonas Savimbi accused the
government of rigging the
polls, despite U.N. monitors’
assertions the vote was fair,
and called his troops back to
arms.

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
NATIONAL CONCERT promotion/
marketing company based in L.A.
seeks responsible, outgoing,
music/marketing intern based in
Sanitise, CA. Sophomore or above.
Know your market well, be very into
music. Call Mary 213-368-4738,
ASAP. We know our phone line
was down, welts in waking order.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students
needed! Earn up to $2,500+/mo.
in canneries or on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room
& board & transportation. No
experience necessary. For more
information call: (206) 545-4155
ext. A6041.

HOUSING

REED’S SPORT SHOP- looking for
retail sales: ski -bike -gun dept. STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
Also looking for experienced 2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
cashiers. Contact Jim -928-3020. 4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
FULLITIME PART-TIME.
SALES/ MARKETING POSMON starting at $710.00/mo. Call Dan
Earn good money valile studying & at 295-5256.
working under your own schedule.
$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL. INCL.
Eam units at SISU. *Get first
hand experience in sales &
Kitch/laundry ply. Share bath. Tel
marketirg. Yeprovide full yainig sep. No smoking. Intl hearth env.
Capitol Expy./Hellyer park. Hill loc.
WAGES
Phone Jim 226-9938, N. msg.
P/T $1,000. $2,000.
F/T 52,000. 55.000.
STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets.
QUAURCATIONS
$490./mo. incl. util. + $300. sec.
Enthusiastic, hard working
dep. Partting. Call 2597040.
Foreign language a plus.
Call Vincent: 9 am to 5 pm, MT.
ONE DORM: $5.513 /mo. Wel W.
Tel: 292-3945.
2 berm: $650/mo + util. (Food, up
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS* to 2 meals, neg.) No smoke, drink,
Now hiring teachers & substitutes drug or party. Call 2590489 N. msg.
for school age child care programs
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
and preschool programs. Teachers
AND THE SPACE YOU NI
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or Large studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
just minutes from SJSUI
child development. Full and part
Call Timbenvood Apts.
time shifts , job sharing and flexi@ 578.6800.
ble hours for students. $6. $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
GATEWAY APTS.
care benefits for 30+ hours week2 blocks from campus.
ly. Great job for male or female
2 bd./2 bar.. 900-1.000 sq. rt.
students. Call 408/257-7320.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground parking.
PERFECT STUDENT JOB.
Security gates. Game room.
Easy, flexible. earn $10.+ hour.
Laundry room. 4th &
1-800-246-3991.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mgr. 947.0803.
CAMPUS REP -Join an eaciag gum
ccmpery & develop new sauces of
reprographics business at Sl S.0 2 BORE APARTMENT $750/MO.
Security type building
Qualified candidates should have:
Previous retail sales experience. * Secure parking
Close in
Some experience operating copy
Modern building
and/or bindery machines.
Positive upbeat attitude.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Strong communication skills.
Village Apartments.
Customer service oriented.
Ability to work,, fast paced
576 S. 5th St. (408)295-6893.
environment.
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
ActNe participation in campus
Willow Gardens Apartments
activities.
Be able to commit 20 fax/week. 1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen are,
Desire todeirelopseerg rnalg
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
skills.
Willingness to participate in a six bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
week paid training program.
We offer competitNe hourly rate + saunas. For move in special, call
bonus based on sales production. 408/998-0300.
Apply in person and complete
an application. COPYMAT-119
East San Carlos, San Jose.
HIGH TECH MARKETING. Exciting,
fast growing software company
has entry level sales position for
dynamic graduate (close to grad,
OK) who is willing to learn new
technology. Computer background
desirable. Growth potential into
marketing, outside sales or technical analysis. Fax letter or
resume to Human Resources,
Reach Software, 408/7339265.
TOP COMMISSIONS PAID.
Work your own hours.
FREE LEADS. No cold calling,
Send SASE to New Frontier,
8491 Sunset Blvd. Ste. 273.
W. Hollywood, CA 90069.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
CREDIT UNION
1 berm. /1 bath - $595. Walk or "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Membership open exclusively
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
to SJSU Stuoents, Numni, and
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
Advisory Faculty
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-9157
Services include:
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
1 BORN: $575. STUDIO: $525.
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
1 week free! HMS 997-8200 x3’45.
Convenient location:
48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
SERVICES
San Jose, CA 9511.2
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
Call for more info:
BA and 15 years experience. Now
(408) 947-7273.
accepting students wishing to
excell at guitar or bass. All sl.es WRITING ASSISTANCE any
welcome: Rock. R&B. !ad. Fusion, subject. Why suffer and get poor
Blues, Folk, Reggae, and Funk. grades when help is just a call
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
are welcome. Bill: 408/298-6124. college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
PAGERS. BUY, SELL, TRADE & avail. friendly, caring, confidential.
recrystal. 1 free month of service Regular visits to your campus.
with each referral Low rates & Samples 8, references available.
excellent service. We have voice Foreigners welcome! Call today
mail. Will trade for CD’s. electronic for free phone consultation:
equipment or video games. Once 1-800-6068898 ask for Daniel
you become a customer you can
resell our pagers to earn ES. CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 44 DAYS!
If you are looking for silk
408/522-7203 or 374-3167.
screening quality at competitive
PAN ANDY/061EN BARE FT ELI prices, look no further. Century
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Graphics prides itself on quality
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or work, quick turn around and a
using chemicals. Let us perma- positive happy staff. Call for
nently remove your unwanted hair. quotes at 91183351. Thanks!
Back Chest- Lip - Bikini - Chin 50% DISCOUNTI
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15,
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
Expires December 15.1993.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
408,3794500
Campbell . (408)379.3500.
Haw Today Gone Tomorrow
Campbell Ave. #17,
621
E.
800-WE-FE-MACS
Campbell, CA 95008.
Mac Repair & Upgrades
Wilell-Wart Service!
LOVE UFE7 CAREER GUIDANCE?
2306 K Walsh Ave.
Helpful insight? Know thyself!
Santa Clara
Astrology interpretation $19.95.
Open M-F 9:00 am. 5:00 pm.
Send check and your birth date,
408/9882334.
time of birth, city & state. to
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING. D. McGrane, Box 143, New
Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Cork
Versatile, expert staff.
tains approx. 15 detailed pages.
ESL students a specialty.
plus 5 page information sheet!
800-777-7901.
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, M.A., local college
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your
question, I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900505-CCIS.
9511/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profits support local educe
tion programs. College Career
Information Services.

WANT MONEY FOR COLLB3E7
Scholarship Matching
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
Information & application:
Jet Scholarship Matthirg Service
P.O. Bat 53450
San Jose, CA 951530450
408.6298886.

grammatical editing. Free disc
=rage. All work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Cali
PAM 247-2681 (8am.80m). plus
Sew Additional 10% Per Relerrall

NAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing.
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA,
APA and Turablan formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 11 pm.
DO YOU went a con:muter search Suzanne Scott 510/489-9794,
done to fine scholarships for yet..?
Many sources available. 80% PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
require no GPA or have no income Theses, term papers, group
limitations. Call or write: Unique projects, resumes, letters, etc.
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae, All formats, especially APA.
Experiencea, dependable, quick
CA 94030. (415)692-4847.
return. Transcriptions available.
$S FREE $$ FOR COLLEGE NI Almaden / Branham area.
Private money is available now in Call Linda (40812644504.
scholarships, grants & work
study. No financial need. No GPA EXPERIENCED Word Processor
nt
min. Over 350,000 active donors. Too may reports anc
For free applicator. & into. call enough time? Let me c
Resumes.
.
408/522-72M or write Scholarship typing)
478W. Hamilton Ave. *397, vipers, theses, etc. IBM
Campbell. CA 95008. $10.00 off compatible computer / laser
with ad or referral. We will beat printer. FAX machine. Notary
any advertised price. Satisfaction public. Call Anna 7724992.
guaranteed.
PEI
HATE TO
I
s got your attention, gyve yourMONEY FOR COLLEGE III
a break. Let me do It for you!
Money is waiting ’nr you rtght now
I( up and delivery $1.00.
from Private Sch. -ships, Grants
and Fellowships s.o Financial Resumes, term papers & theses.
Need and No GPA minimum APA format. $2.00 per double
required. For FREE literature pack- spaced page / 5.00 minimum. Call
age. CALL NOW! 408-9937208. Julie - 998-8354
Access/control #2081993.
WRITING, RESEARCH. EDITING.
Versat ie. expert staff.
DON’T PAY ITII
Don’t pay $70. $100. for a schol!_SL students a specialty.
800777.7901
arship search. Oar sources NOW!
Call Scholar DoilarS today!)
18009880023 are. 703. 52 min. 5 EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
mrL mac 18 a older. TT chars req. & Science and Engiisri papers thesave even more. order our book ses our specialty Laser printing
"Scholarships. Grants arid Loans’. Free spell check and storage.
Caftans dozens of money sources *PA. I.,,abian and other formats
& time saving tips. Order today! Resumes. editing. graphics
Only $5,95 to Scholar-DollarS, P.O. and other services available.
8ox456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041. Masterson’s Word Processing.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6 Cot Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449
yea
Strauss Ent. 408-6261910.
ELECTROLYSE CUNIC.
20 YRS.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Typing & transcription for an
Specialist. Confidential. Your own
probe or disposable. 335S. Bay WORD PROCESSING your needs including COLOR &
GRAFMICS. Copying, binding & fax
wood Ave. San Jose. 247-7486.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED available. Pick up & delivery
Professional Word Process rig! REASONABLE rates. timeliness &
SERVICES FINANCIAL Theses, Term Papers. Nursing & satisfaction guaranteed. Tutoring
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters, available in some subjects
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS avail- Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1. Contact Candi at 408/369-8614.
able. Recorded message gives HP Laser II. NI formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
details. 408/848,3555 ext. 112.

PROFESSIONAL Exp.

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation f spaces between words

DOODOOMEIODEEDED 1717=DE1017DEEIDE
ODOODOMEDOEMODE77LJOOMOODEDO
ODOODDEICIOD7111MIDEI7MOOE 111117ODE
ODDOODOODEDOODEDOEDOOD77 Lt 11177
Please check
your classification:

Narle

Ad Rates:

EARN A FREE TRIP,MONEY
or both. We are looking for outstanding students or organize
tions to sell our Spring Break
package to Mazatlan. We are the
top selling Mazatlan company in
the California area. For more info
1.8003930880/916722-4400.

3-line minimum
Twee
Two
Ono
Days
Days
Day
$9
3 linos
$5
$7
$10
$8
4 linos
$6
$11
$9
5 linos
$7
$12
$10
6 linos
$8
line
$1 for each additional

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-800436-4365 ext. E3310.

After the /Nth day, rate Increases by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up lo 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

WARNING
97% of ’work at home" lob
offers are worthless. Don’t waste
your money, call (40812237273
and learn which opportunities
are legitimate.

SCHOLARSHIPS CiUARANTEEDI
No minimum GPA. No financial
need. Send for Free info today!
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970,
Pleasanton, CA 94566,

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lees: $70. 10-14 Imes: $90,
15-19 lines: $110.

Fiv
Days
$13
$11
$15
$16

Oty Sae

Zv cork,

Phcre
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jos. State University,
San Joao, CA., 961924145
Classified desk is located in [height Bente! Hall, Roan 209
O Deadline Two days before publication All ads are prepaid
Consecutive publications dates only U No refunds on cancelled ads
III QUESTIONS? CALL (40)998-3277

Announcements
_ Automotive
- Electronics
_ For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
_ Travel
- Tutoring
_ Word ProressinQ
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Museum

1:-,stres. E.,itrtir!

From page I
tions," she said.
According to Rosemary Van
Lire, Art History Association
president,
the agreement
between the two museums will
have an impact on art students.
They will have access to works of
art which now are only available
in the East Coast or through pictures.
She said it will be quite different to see the works and study
them firsthand.
The redevelopment agency
has agreed in providing the $3
million needed for this partnership to go through over an

eight-year period. The income
received by the Whitney will be
dedicated to its endowment and
to the care of its permanent collection.
The SJMA will be raising
funds for the remaining ;1.4
million to cover the cost of shipping the four exhibitions.
This amount does not
include costs of installation,
staff, security and other expenditures associated with exhibits
of this caliber.
Callan expects the joint venture to bring visitors to San Jose
and make the city more attractive for businesses and investors.

Health
From page

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY 0 A liORVATI 1

People who suffer from eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia
often have unrealistic expectations about their bodies, and about what

they should look like. Some see themselves as overweight even when
they are severely underweight and malnourished.

Eating: Disorders are often interrelated
From page 1

Students who plan to use their ments similar to anorexia and
physical abilities in a career may also help develop ulcers,
For Luanne, t’X(N ,Ing often feel pressure to stay thin tooth decay problems and
enlargement of salivary glands.
seemed like a natural N%,t to and light.
"Bulimics can clean out a
build muscle.
"Anorexia nervosa is ram"I wanted to look like my pant in the dance world," said whole refrigerator and then
mom," Luanne said. "She is so Fred Mathews, associate profes- purge. Some of them won’t
skinny, she never eats much. I sor of dance at SJSU. "The even see a dentist because the
guess you could say she is dancers might be as skinny as a stomach acid stains teeth," Potoanorexic too."
stick, but it s their misconcep- sky
Bulimics also
After Luanne’s weight loss tions about
do not lose
became apparent, her friends their bodies."
weight as effecMathews
tried to warn her that she
’There is
tively as anorexlooked too thin. But every time said modern
something almost ics. The binges
Luanne looked in the mirror, dance helps
and
purges
the dancers
she saw a fat person.
addictive in
often causes an
Luanne realized she had an change their
imbalance in
throwing up. The
eating disorder when she found perceptions
the body.
herself leaning over a toilet, try- about their
and
behavior
It
"I actually
ing to throw up. She stopped, bodies.
gained weight,"
looked at herself in the mirror allows freethought patterns
of
Melissa said. "I
and did not recognize the per- dom
relate to drugs.’
was 115 and I
expression
son looking back.
ballooned to
"Mv hair started falling out and openness
135. Now, I’m
because I wasn’t getting the through
Mary McCoy
at 122. It messright nutrients," she said. "My which the per(
11,ommtal therepiet
es up your
skin got really dry. Now that I former can be
metabolism.
think back, it makes me so sad." any size and
The only way I could deal with
Luanne’s diet lasted seven weight.
Unlike the athletic anorexics, it is by talking about it."
months. During that time she
Mary McCoy, a nurse and a
lost 20 pounds. If she contin- bulimics lack interest in exertherapist at Oak Creek Hospiued, she could have developed cise.
Melissa started with a simple tal, developed bulimirexia, a
heart and digestive problems,
infertility yellowing skin, iron diet, but it developed into combination of the eating disdeficiency and other physical ill- bulimia nervosa. She facilitated orders.
her weight loss by throwing up
Potosky said that symptoms
nesses.
for all eating disorders are often
Anorexia is also common in and taking laxatives.
Bulimia may cause body ail- interrelated. It is hard to draw
the athletic world, Hinke said.

Fees
From page I
added to the CSU fees, some
campuses are clearly more
expensive or more affordable
to attend.
The following is a list of the
five most expensive campuses in
the system.
Al) figures are for the 1993-94
academic year:
Total full-time tuition
San Luis Obispo, $1,775: San
Francisco. $1,692; San Jose,
$1.684; Northridge, $1,654;
Sonoma, $1,636.
Student body association
fees San Francisco, $84; Bakersfield, $77; Sonoma, $74;
Northridge, $64; Fullerton, $34.
Student body center fees
San Luis Obispo. $168: San Jose,
$162; San Diego, $126: Northridge, $114; Fullerton, $98.
Instructionally related activities San Luis Obispo, $111;
San Francisco, $70; San Jose,
$40; Chi( 0, $34; Northridge,

Man pleads no contest to using
space alien story to seduce girl
San Diego, Sonoma, $30.
The following are the five
least expensive universities in
the system. All figures are for
the 1993-94 academic year:
Total full-time tuition
San Marcos, $1,506: Pomona.
$1,516; Dominguez Hill, $1,531:
Hayward, Long Beach, $1,555:
Stanislaus. $1,566.
Student body associations
Hayward, $25: San Diego.
$30; Fresno, $32; Long Beach.
$34; Dominguez Hills, Stanistaus, $35.
Student body center fees
San Marcos, $10; Pomona, $24:
Bakersfield, Dominguez Hills.
$40; Los Angeles, $48; Long
Beach, $50.
Instructionally related activities Bakersfield, Dominguez
Hills, Pomona, San Marcos, $10;
Sacramento, $16; Hayward, $18;
Los Al tgeles, $19; Fresno, Fullerton, San Bernadino. Stanislaus,
$20.

Graduation
From page I
been formally announced, but
Chambers plans to get a memo
circulated in the office as soon
as possible.
Senior Kevin Nutter feels
frustrated with the move being
the same week as the graduation

the line where one problem
triggers others.
"It can be all kinds of contorted combinations," Potosky
said.
McCoy became obsessed
with being thin. She starved
most of the time and could not
stop eating once she started. If
she would eat, she would gorge
and feel guilty about it.
Guilt-ridden and stuffed,
McCoy said she would throw
up.
"People who have eating disorders have an emotional connection to food," she said. "It’s
more than a source of nutrition. Women who have been
abused have eating disorders."
Since throwing up was less
than pleasant. McCoy avoided it
by starving. She said she felt like
she lost control of her eating
habits.
"There is something almost
addictive in throwing up," she
said. "The behavior and
thought patterns relate to
drugs."
Dieters are threatening their
health if they consistently
deprive themselves of nutrition,
McCoy said.
"Not every dieter has an eating disorder." she said. "Some
people diet their way to eating
disorders."

deadline.
"I understand the frustration
everyone is feeling right now,"
Nutter said. "This is the most
important time of their lives,
and this undue stress isjust making it more difficult for everyone."

Recycle the Daily, daily.

MINDEN (AP) A 59 -year- old Tahoe girl smoked mariold Stateline man has pleaded juana with Brislunan who then
no contest to charges that he told her he was from another
used a space alien story to lure planet and that if she had sex
a 19-year-old girl into his bed.
with him, he could give her
Barry Alan Briskman, whose immunities from all kinds of
trial on sexual seduction and diseases.
drug charges was to start TuesBriskmait pleaded to one
day, entered the plea after Dis- count of statutory sexual
trict judge Norm Robison said seduction. The felony charge
he would allow testimony carries a maximum sentence
about a similar scheme in IA)s of 10 years in prison and a
Angeles.
$10,000 fine. Sentencing is set
Prosecutors said the 19-year- for Oct. 25.

I

tor’s office would. The fees for
these visits are paid for at the
beginning of the semester
through $18 of tuition. Any augmented service, such as pap
smears or physical therapy, must
be paid for by the student.
At the beginning of each
semester the Associated Students office makes available a
comprehensive insurance policy
for students who want hospitalization medical coverage.
During the 1992-93 school
year 1,546 students purchased
the insurance, said Jean Lenart,
Associated Students business
administrator. The policy will
cover up to $10,000. If students’
needs exceed that sum, students
must pay for it out of their own
pockets.
For some students, Clinton’s
new plan will not make any difference.

"I don’t think I’ll be affected
by the health reforms because
I’m already insured," said Janine
Epstein, graduate student in linguistics. "I rarely use my insurance because I go to the health
center most of the time."
If Clinton’s health reforms
passes through congress, uninsured students will be insured.
Those who already have coverage will not have it taken away.
With the new plan, students will
be able to receive augmented
services through private doctors
or outside sources. Students can
then receive augmented services
through private doctors or outside sources.
This follows Clinton’s principle on security.
According to his plan, everyone will have a comprehensive
insurance regardless of current
economic or employment status

A
COMPT( )N (AP)
Compton man was sentenced to
death for the rape and torturemurder of an 11 -year-old girl.
James Heard, 41, was sentenced on Tuesday for the 1990
death of Katrina Brown.
"If there ever was a case that
deserved the death penalty, it is
the killing of Katrina Brown,
over a long period, an installment plan,’ Superior Court
Judge Richard Kalustian said.
"She died a little bit at a time."
Besides the death penalty, the
judge added a 30-year sentence
for the girl’s sexual assault and
beating in the hour before her
death.

Heard sat motionless during
the sentencing.
Heard was convicted in
August of murder with the special circumstances of torture,
rape with a foreign object and
lewd acts with a child.
Katrina was killed five days
before Christmas in 1990. Heard
was the boyfriend of Katrina’s
mother and often had baby-sat
for the youngster, who was a drill
team member and honor student at Roosevelt Middle
School.
The enraged Heard raped
her with two baseball bats,
clubbed her up to 15 times and
eventually strangled her.

k-31,
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Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES
Transparencies
Presentations
Sales Flyers
Displays
Charts & Graphs ’Copy From Slides

8 ./2" x 11" P,;Z:4.1
Copra Irern Ade anslec it color achunneeren
of an adchnonal charge

COLOR
COPIES’
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the copy center
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I 295-4336
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Killer of 11-year-old
girl sentenced to death
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
If parking’s a !problem for you, let Morns show you another way.
With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individuaized
program to meet your personal commuting needs.

To learn more, call

924-RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.

AlTrans
Your Alternative Trainor rtation Solution
Funded by SJSU Office of Traffic Parking

Call Today For FREE All Day Bus Pass
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FRIDAY LATE SHOWS AT THE TOWNE!
’BUNG HELENA" 01 11:45; KFJC LATFCURE
SHOW" AT 11:30; "TOURNEF AT 11:15 $5.00

Gator Student Values

$8.95
In."
. _

Sunday

Ililniame
. _ ..., Monday

All You Can Eat
Served Family Style
per person + tax

M You Can Eat Pan Fried Catfish
with Hush Puppies. Fries and Slaw.

All You Can Eat Beer Battered Deep
Fried Shrimp with Fries, Slaw and
Hush Puppies.

nom& Tuesday

All You Can Eat U -Peel Shrimp with
Cocktail sauce, lemon, crackers and
Hush Puppies.

nit! Wednesday All You Can Eat Crawfish Boil Served
with Corn On The Cob (.14,,a r...aa..brury)

Thursday

All You Can Eat Louisiana Sampler
Platter with Blackened Fish, Jarnbalaya.
Red Beans and Rice. and Seafood
Andouille Gumbo.

Nor vallt1 with student solues hall price et ary other diet. No doggie togs oc To Co.)

Student Hour
4:00 - 6:00pm Monday - Thursday

1/2 off any entree on
our regular menu.

A toast to diversity
This diversity business is
just starting to interest me.
A few years back, when!
noticed that Americans were
beginning to embrace the
wonderful diversity of beer
styles the world offers, I was
overcome with joy.
"Ninkasi be praised!" I
shouted as! poured a libation
of homebrew to the Sumerian
beer goddess.
The flowery aroma of cinnamon, orange peel, fresh ginger
and spicy Saaz hops rose up as
a reminder of the rewards
awaiting this nation during
its new experiment in
diversity.
See, when we gather
around a pitcher of beer,
it’s almost always a bad
imitation of a 19th-century
Czechoslovakian brew sans
the sharp, herbal aroma and
most of the spiciness.
Lord knows American commercial brewers don’t lack
inspiration. The world offers
some 20,000 types of beer, says
beer author Charlie Papazian.
He didn’t say "brands,"
folks; that was "types," as in
brewers mixing in any fruit or
herb that inspires them.
America’s big brewers are
afraid to market unpopular
flavors, so they keep all flavors
safely out their bottles.
But this country once knew
happier days.
He’s not around to tell it,
but my great-grandpa lived in
a country blessed with literally
thousands of local brewers.
I’m not talking a Coors plant
in every county. This was real
choice: rich bocks, subtly
sweet weizens, smoky rauch-

CON

offer )

So
on Jan. 16, 1920, the 18th
Amendment turned every
cold one in the country into a
contraband drug.
Almost every local brewery
dried up. The last lonely hops
that never got to grace the
sweet soup of unfermented
beer flaked into dry, dusty
petals and blew away.
The biggest brewers kept
their equipment in shape by
making cereal products, but
the smaller guys’ machinery
rusted into scrap metal.
By the time FOR brought a
little common sense back to
government by rer,aling prohibition in 1933, only a handful of brewers had working

408/395-7339
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Richard Espinoza

ISSI

SEAN COOFF.R
DAMN. DR&
15’A N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos
(next to Mtn. Charleys)

equipment, and it was still illegal to make your own beer.
Instead of satisfying small
niche markets, the big brewers
set out to make something that
everyone would like: a beer
with no "offensive" flavors.
The hoppy pilsner was just
what they were looking for.
Remove most of the exotically
scented hops and voila! ...
tasteless beer!
As time passed, the virtues
of good beer passed from our
memory and the nation mindlessly knocked back had pilsners in one of the saddest
cases of American Eurocentrism.
Say what you will
about Jimmy Carter, but I
still raise an occasional
glass to the man who took
the final step to help end
this dismal age by legaliz(ng homebrewing in 1979.
By far my favorite piece of
legislation, the law opened the
way for small, regional brewers and neighborhood pubs to
market obscure beer styles that
appeal to tiny markets: fruit
beers, dark beers, sweet beers,
bitter beers, red beers, beers
brewed with meat. (That’s
right: meat. And God bless the
brewer for trying.)
As the first generation of
Americans since the Great
Depression to have a decent
choice of beers, it’s up to us to
reclaim the diversity Congress
snatched from us 73 years ago
So pour yourself an obscure,
richly flavored brew and join
me in a toast to diversity.
Cheers.

toux:RAII

Just make your entree selection and pay half the menu price. Plus tax.
(Nut ,a(1.1 Atth yuung Unity members menu a ary duo

I \I:

biers and even sparkling pillsners for those hot afternoons
on the porch.
Then, from the middle of
this beer-drinker’s Eden, a few
people started wondering
loudly what would happen if,
instead of thousands of beers
to choose from, we had none.
Politics being what it is,
Congress thoughtfully echoed,
"Yeah, what if?"
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The Tied House Cafe and Brewery will
be featured at the San Pedro Square
Brew Ha Ha on Saturday (see page 10).

411.0 the Teed Auvie

right, a great place to go to
It is not quite
tie one on with award winthe place where
ning German-style Ale
everybody knows
beers.
your name but it
Since it first entered the
surely would like to
Great American Beer Feshave everybody
tival, the largest beer festiknow it’s beer. The
val in the United States,
Tied House Cafe and
the Tied House has been
Brewery in San Jose
winning many awards.
has a commitment to
From 1988 to 1992 (it did
beer drinkers of all
not participate in 1989),
ages (those 21 and over
the Tied House has yet
of course) and to ale
to come home empty
lovers everywhere.
handed.
Birthed in 18th centuIts first awarda
ry England, a tied house
bronze medal for Best
is a pub owned by a
Brown Alewas the
brewery and that only
vesde.,,-sic beginning of many
sells beer that is pro(middle) and more to come. The
duced by that brewery.
Tom same beer won a silLouis Eutierres
(left),
bartender
House
tam w ith Tiedria
ver medal in 1990
The connection between
Mike Stroust
eight ales.
the two makes them "tied" Gil Ramos
and their Redwood
brewe
Kruthp about
together and is what the
Wheat was awarded a bronze
lied House bases its pub
of family seating in the restauAgain in 1991, the lied
on today.
House brought back two more
rant and television screens for
medals. This time it won its
The Tied House prides itself
the ball games, the lied House
on award-winning quality, a
gives beer lovers something
first gold medal for Best Dark
more than just a place to hang
Ale and a second silver medal.
promise of consistent taste and
Last year, the microbrewery
a sense of freshness all tied
out.
earned a second gold and
together in each and every one
It is an upscale place, as far
another silver medal for the
as microbreweries go, but
of their beers.
retains a level of casualness,
Best Fruit Ale and Best Pale
It is hand produced in 20Sutherland says. "You can wear Ale.
barrel batches (620 gallons)
jeans and a T-shirt or come in
With the awards as proof of
with only four ingredients:
quality beer, the Tied House is
wearing a tux."
water, malted grain, hops and
The bar maintains eight difstarting to expand and open up
yeast without any additives or
ferent beers on tap, from light
accounts outside the pub itself.
preservatives. No heat pasteurYou can now drink Tied House
to dark and everything in
ization is the key.
favorites at Bay Meadows, the
between.
After mixing and brewing
Alpine Pearl Pale, Cascade
San Francisco Airport and
the ingredients, it is cooled to
Shoreline Amphitheatre to
Amber, lied House Wheat,
room temperaturearound 50name a few.
Tied House Dry, Amber Light,
52 degrees Fahrenheitduring
However, no accounts outIronwood Dark and Andechs
the fermentation stage. It is
side the greater Bay Area are
Stout are the seven beers conthen aged between three to six
being considered.
stantly flowing. The eighth,
weeks (depending on which
"There would be distribution
Celebration Ale, is a rotating
beer), and finally served.
problems on how the beer
beer celebrating the new sea"We serve our beer a little
sons or holidays.
would be handled," says procooler," says manager Heather
All can be served in a pitcher motions manager Andrew
Sutherland. "Americans seem
for big crowds or those with
Cook. "After two hours (outto like their beer a little cooler
large tolerance. Others that just side of the tank), the characterthan normal."
istics of the beer changes. It
want to wet their tongues can
On days when business is
heats up and breaks down the
ask for a 1/2 pint. The brewery
slower, the lied House offers
also features an old-fashioned
taste of the beer."
on-the-spot brewery tours to
With quality taste in their
jug of beer to be purchased for
those interested.
beer and the pride around
Founded in August 1991, the more private consumption.
which the brewery centers
"I brought a jug home and
Tied House’s front door is
itself, the Tied House should tie
put it in my fridge," says beer
located on San Pedro Street
with the San Jose community
with its narrow interior stretch- lover Peter "Norm" Cogan.
and keep the tradition of the
"Three days later it still tastes
ing down to Alm3dsm Road.
microbrewery alive into the 21
the same as new."
With a maximit.n capacity of
century.
The lied House located in
300 people, (tie bar has plenty
Downtown’s San Pedro square
to offer its visitors other than
Gabe Leon
is open seven days a week for
homebrew.
With an outside patio, plenty lunch, dinner or, if the mood is

Campbell Coffee Qoa8ting Co.
Prngent

WHEDE PEOPLE MEET
NOW AVA1AbLE:

The frequent Customer Card
?

Call or 8top by for detail8
"In the Heart of (San IDedw. I
OPOsi 7 DAYS

I Mon - Wed 7am-11pm
I Thu - fri: 7am-lam
?e al Ham-lam
I Sun: Ham-11pm

1% Student DiKount
(wrth ancient ID)

29 N. PEDRO slurr 298-8040

Affordable

I

crecStufdrents
LOGAtS CollPerieso
1 Dancing 7 Nights a Week
SPECIAL DISCOUNT NIGHTS
THURSDAYS- Ladies Ni. ht
No Cover Charge
50¢ Draft Beer
$2.00 Malibu Rum Cocktails and
Long Island Ice Tea
8 pm til Midnight

SUNDAYS- Weekender Party
$1 for Any Drink
No Cover Charge
6 pm til 2 am

P.J. MULLIGAN’S
19979 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
CUPERTINO
(408) 255-0588
12 minutes from SJSU
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Students Get 25% Off w/ ID
Fine Gold & Silver
Jewelry & Watch Repairs

B &514’
JEWELERS
Pavilion Shops
150 S. First St.
(408) 287-8843

Fine
cuisine
and
beer
pristine

VVINU’S
CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
-Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
-Box Lunches To Go
()PEN DAILY
-Lunch & Dinner
11.30-900 P.M.
-Catering Available
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Streets
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Windy Vishon, a manager at Los Gatos Brewing Company, pours
It exudes a spicy, unique flavor with a slight hint of banana
If you are a serious beerand bubble gum. Alexander
drinking connoisseur and
almost phased it out and
desire fine quality, the Los
replaced it with a less appealGatos Brewing Company is the
ing pilsner type. But the Hefe
place to satisfy those
Visen public demanded that it
unquenchable cravings.
remain.
LGB opened as a restaurant
"It basically comes down to
in August, 1992. A month and a
half later, its microbrewery was hedonism for your palate," says
Alexander, the man responsible
up and running.
for LGB’s fine beer reputation.
"When the beer came on, it
"I’m looking for a full front
was like another grand opening," says Andy Pavicich, man- palate and a very dry finish. It’s
ager and part owner of the fam- a whole wine thing for me,
ily-run business.
that’s how my palate was
trained."
LGB always has at least four
Alexander has been in the
beers on tap.
The Oktoberfest is the popu- microbrewery industry for
about five years. He started out
lar choice for the serious beer
drinker. It has an amber color
as a wine maker and bartender
and a caramel taste with no bit- at Sedwerk in Mountain View.
ter flavor.
During his stay, he had the
opportunity to spend a lot of
The Los Gatos lager is a
time with two of the brewers. It
wheat beer with a huge, fruity
was then that he began his
taste and is very clean on the
finish. "It’s a German tradition- brew-making education.
Alexander has been with
al summer beer that has more
LGB for two and a half years.
alcohol than any of the other
"I’ve been involved with the
beers here," says 13rewmaster
money aspect and lease process
Jeff Alexander. "It’s weird in
of this equipment from the
that people either like it or
don’t like it. There’s very few
beginning," Alexander says. "I
people on the fence with this
think I’ll be doing this for a
while.
one."
"People think they can’t tell
The next brand of brew is the
Dunkel. It’s the darkest of the
the difference between beer.
lagers and wields a multi-roast- Sure you can, but maybe not as
quick as telling the difference
ed flavor. Don’t let its looks
deceive you. It may be dark but between a Carl’s Junior hamburger and a McDonald’s Big
it’s not thick. No matter how
Mac," Alexander says. "It’s
you slice it, it’s still a lager.
Then there is the Rolls Royce education of the palate. The
of beers for the upper crust elit- more people understand and
learn, the more they’ll enjoy
ists: the seasonal special, Hefe
microbrewed beer."
Visen.

a Los Gatos Lager.
Pavicich learned the appreciation of fine beer drinking
while managing I.GB.
"People don’t realize that a
lot of calculations have to be
put into making good beer,"
Pavicich says. "It’s a lot of
work. You have to have a good
palate to do this."
In addition to the brewery,
LGB also features a menu for
those who prefer fine dining to
accompany their distilled
desires.
"1 like to say we’re on the
culinary edge of all the other
brew clubs," Pavicich says. "In
my opinion, you can’t get the
quality food and beer that we
have anywhere else. This food
and Jeff’s beer is a combination
that works really well."
The ambiance has a Mediterranean flavor. I.GB’s interior is
done in mahogany wood. You
can see the open kitchen, the
wood burning pizza oven and
the spin roasted chicken. The
bar back, made of cherry
mahogany, is from an old Saint
Louis brothel. Directly behind it
is a glass wall that exposes the
brewery for all to see.
"A lot of people think ot
LGB as a brew club, but once
they come in and actually see
the prices and taste the food,
people are amazed," Pavicich
says. "For me to work here and
actually see the (regular) clientele and see this restaurant
function is pretty incredible.
Everyone loves working here,
we’re all family."
Pat Mata,
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The fermenting wort remains in the vats for up to five
days and is then aged for three weeks. It is filtered
into serving tanks and then put into kegs.

’r-lovers ofter. visit the Winchester Brewmpany when they need some "R&R."
R" means more than "rest and relaxation"
:hester. It’s also a drink with a mix of Red
I Raspberry pale ale.
ler Tam Sanchez turned his brewing
into a business five years ago.
for the brewing tanks in the
Winchester looks like any
orhood bar at first glance.
ire team pennants on the
nd four spacious booths
from the bar. Two dartare nestled in the corner
taller tables in the front
rounded by brass rails.
chester employees are
Mg for the second annual
..!ster Brewpub Crawl, an
hat drew close to 60 people
tober.
Winchester Brewpub Crawl
with breakfast at the microy. Loaded with kegs of
ster beer, a bus carries
iers and employees, in Halcostumes, to seven local brewroughout the day and back to
ster for dinner.
as a blast," waiter Jason
is says of last year’s Crawl.
jams, who is taking time off
s studies in aerospace engineering at
as been a regular customer at Winchester
re than three years. Now an employee, he
n waiting tables there for three months.

"We’re always seeing new faces," Williams
says.
Regular patrons at Winchester often join the
microbrewery’s "Stein Society." An annual membership includes discounts on 22-ounce porters,
ales and stouts.
"If you have one beer a week, the
membership pays for itself," says
Bill Cook, a Stein Society member. Cook served the spirits on
the Brewpub Crawl bus last
year.
"Just a beer a weekthat’s
all we ask," he says.
Winchester rotates its feature
fruit ale this month it’s raspberry pale ale. Brewmaster Roger
Grimble also makes apricot and
peach pale ales, Indian pale ale and
Midnight Stout.
For those who have trouble deciding. Winchester offers a "Sampler
Set" that includes a sample-size pale
ale, red ale and porter.
Beer is not the only thing
brewing at Winchester. Their root
beer and cream soda is bottled by the
pint and available at local grocery
stores. The kitchen serves appetizers,
sandwiches and burgers.
"It’s a ’come in after work even
if you have paint all over you’ kind
of place," says bartender Courtney Hampton,
smiling.
Holly Celeste Fisk

ANGRY, PLAYFUL, DREAMY, INTENSE, LOUD AND LIVE.
AN EXPERIENCE TO CHERISH.

7oteni 3

ONE WEEK ONLY 10/1-10/7

I 433 The A larneda 287.1433

Friday at 7:30 & 11:30 pm
Sat.-Thurs at 9:15 pm

A PITCHER OF
KAMIKAZIS FOR
$4.50
YES, EVERY NIGHT OF THE
WEEK AT THE BLACK WATCH

(elf tz

11.%

141 1/2 N. SANTA CRUZ AVE.
LOS GATOS
(408) 354-2200
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NOT WATER

Fine malted barley and
hot water are mixed to
make mash.
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At exact temperatures,
starches are converted to
sugars with the help of
enzymes found naturally in
the malt. The result is a
sweet liquid called Wort
(pronounced "wert"). Hot
water is sprayed on the
grain to capture all the
wort, this is called sparging.

Eric Moreland, assistant brewer at the Winchester Brewing
Company, stirs the wort with hops in it. He is trying to get a

whirlpool started to cause the hops to settle at the center
of the bottom. This allows a better flow when draining.

Fl
am
led
Michelle
a volunteer at the Bison Brewing Company, sprays the
tops of bec ’ -11.1es with Everclear and rubbing alcohol to sterilize them
before they are filled with beer.
At left, Chris Ewing, head brewer at
the Tied House in San Jose, attaches a hose from the mash tun to
transfer wort to the kettle.

The wort is moved to the "Brew Kettle"
where it is boiled with the hops. It is
now called bitter wort. The hops act as
a preservative and a spice as they add
bitterness to the wort.
6
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etc,

The hot wort is pumped into the "Plate Frame
Heat Exchanger." Cold water is also pumped
in. Out comes cool wort and hot water.

bott

Plate
Heat Ex cl

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF
THE WINCHESTER BREWING COMPANY

BREW MANIA
Beer! If ever one word says a mouthful, it is
this word.
It sounds good, it looks good, it tastes good.
Beer!
Just the mere mention of this word can start
the salivary glands working. But how many of
us know the rich history of this "almost-perfect" beverage?
This tasty drink, that is made by boiling and
fermenting materials such as barley; hops and
yeast in water, has been around since 6000 B.C.

when it was made from barley in Sumeria and
Babalonia.
The basic techniques of brewing came to
Europe from the Middle East and have been
refined by those great beer brewing countries
such as Germany, England and Ireland.
In the 1400’s, brewing was a NM.. occupation and ice was used to keep beer cool during
the summer months. Such beer came to be
called lagerfrom the German lagern which
means "to store."
This brings us to a very
important part of beer, the
types. This does not mean Bud
or Coors or any of the other
mass produced pilsners most
people have come to know as
the "types" of beer. It means
real beer: lagers and ales.
There are two main kinds of
beer, but each of these have
sub types that describe the
beer by certain characteristics.
The term lager, besides
denoting cold storage, is a beer
produced from bottom-fermenting yeast. It is characterized by a light color and a
smoother taste.
Another type of lager is a
"dry lager" or pilsner, formed
by adding soft water to the
lager. This process was developed in the now Czechoslova-

kian region of Europe.
Another type of beer is ale. This is the topfermenting, warm-brewed, British-type of
beer. The main types in this category are pale
ale, mild ale (or just ale) and stout.
Characteristically, these beers are very different from each other.
First there is mild ale or just ale. Ale is characterized by a darker, almost brown color. It is
more bitter than a lager but sweeter than a
stout.
Next is the stout, a beer drinker’s beer. It
separates the boys from the men, putting a
swagger in your sway and hair on your chest.
A stout is characterized by its thick, rich color,
almost black. This drink is stronger than any
other beer and there is nothing sweet about it.
The last of the ales is the pale ale, a drink
for the person just turning 21. It is like a good
friend, it will never sneak up on you. A characteristic of this beer is the light color, almost
like a lager with a tan. It is less bitter then an
ale but a little stronger then a lager.
There you have it, a synopsis of one of
man’s greatest inventions: our friend beer. So
the next time watching a re-run of "Cheers,"
don’t just say, "Hey, Norm is drinking a beer."
Say with pride, "Looks like a pale ale old
Norm is drinking."

The new beer is moved to
the "Conditioning Vessels"
to age and carbonate. After
nne week, the beer is filtered bright and moved to
the serving tank. The cold
beer is moved in refrigerated lines to the taps and into
your glass. Enjoy!

FILTER

Ed Stacy
CONDMONING
VESSELS

Flynn puts the caps on beer bottles after they
; with Molasses Brown Ale. The Bison Brewing Compaitles their beer four times a year, but are working
is bottling once a month. The brewery produces seaSusan Donaldson places Bison Brewery labels on the freshly
bottled beer. All of the bottlers are volunteers and brew their
own beer at home. They volunteer at Bison to help support the
brewery and learn more about the brewing process.
ate Frame
Hu,’ Exchanger

PHOTOS B LEZLEE A. MCFADDEN
The cool bitter wort is mixed with yeast which produces
alcohol and carbon dioxide from thP sugars, after about one
week of fermentation is finished, ti young beer is cooled
to settle out the yeast.
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Two Santa Cruz microbreweries serve up homemade libations

PLAYLIST

for the week of September 27

1 SEAWEED
SKIN EP SUB PO
STAR
2 SOMAZZY
’NW NAT 1 KIST SEE CAPfla
UNREST
3 FERFECT
TEER 4AD
TILT
4 PLAYCE1 ICCKOW1
TULIPS
5 JACK
MAG. SONIC SuBBSUM
FUDGE
6 GIRMISH/WAYSIDE
7.SUPEPRY
CURVE
7 CKKOCL
AMOUS/0-ARISKKA
DEAD CAN DANCE
8 NTC THE AYRINTri- 41:
EDSEL AUCTIONEER
9 THE
SIMMER. KOKOPOP
10 1ASfBREEDERS
SMASH. 4AD/ELEKTRA
MUFFINS
11 CSKr
Ficus 7.- >ANTE NEGRO
SEERSUCKER
12 PUSHNG
ROPE- SO
SYMPHONY
13 SWITCHBLADE
ELEGY. THORNBUSH
14 MTIJIH1IEIIII1KILkIIJ
13 ABOVE THE NIGHT INIERSCOPE
JUPITER SUN
15 ACCERAIE. SiUMBEPIAND
ALBUM FEATURE
EVERY THURSDAY at 10 pm
SOMETHING COOL
AND NEW ALL THE
WAY ’THROUGH!

(A CD RAYED IN ITS ENTIRETY)
GET YOUR TAPE DECK READY!
TONIGHT’S ALBUM:
THE EDSEL AUCTIONEER
SIMMER- KOKOPOP

JOIN THE KSJS STAFF

COME TO OUR WEEKLY
MEETINGS at HUGH GIWS
HALL room 1 I 8
EVERY TUESDAY at 530 pm

IVA

WORLD DOMINATION THROUGH
FREQUENCY MODULATION

MST 1JNE 408.924.KSJS
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Homemade brews abound at the Boulder Creek Brewing
Company, located at 13040 Highway 9, Boulder Creek.
Up the winding, two lane
(sometimes one lane), stretch of
road misnamed as Highway 9
lies one of Santa Cruz’s "locals
only " secrets known as the
Boulder Creek Brewing Company.
The brewing company offers
great handmade beer, a varied
menu (from "South of the Border Chili" to tofu burgers) and
service that immediately makes
one feel like part of the "family" that works there.
Owners Steve Wyman and
Nancy Long converted the
building into a brewery after
the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake.
"We’re a pub," says bar-

tender Mo Moscoe, "and ’pub’
is part of public house. We’re
here for the people of the community."
The brewery is not your
standard oak and brass rail,
"put a few ferns in here and
call it a pub" sort of place. The
bar stools are mismatched; several different wallpapers collide
awkwardly with the paint. The
brewing kettles aren’t hidden
behind glass like sterile nuclear
reactors. This is a place that
makes beer and serves it with
gusto to mountain men and
women.
The brewery is separated
into three sections: the main
bar, the dining room and a back

bar. The main bar has seating
either at the bar itself or at high
tables across from it. There is
only one TV and it is strategically placed above the walk-incoolers so as to not interfere
with conversations.
Behind the bar are four very
large stainless steel kettles used
for brewing and cooling the
beer. There are no hidden mysteries to the process; the bartenders and brewmasters alike
are willing to take time out to
explain every detail.
The dining room is dark and
spacious with comfortable
booths and wooden tables and
chairs.lt has seating for about
200 sardine-packed people for
shows ranging from reggae to
blue grass music and poetry
readings.
The back bar is split into two
levels with two pool tables, a
pinball machine and antique
Victorian-style furniture.
Four different beers headline
at the brewery: Black Bear Ale,
Redwood Ale, Ghost Rail Pail
Ale and Peter’s Extra Special
Bitter, the latter named after
brewmaster Peter Catazone.
Catazone has hand-crafted the
beers to match the eclectic
clientele that frequents the bar.
Black Bear Ale is the darkest
beer Boulder Creek makes. It is

mostly unfiltered and, like all
stouts, this gives it a dark tint
and a slightly burnt taste.
"It’s fruity and very strong,"
says one patron as he starts his
third pint. "It really kicks your
ass."
Redwood Ale is the "house"
beer. It is considered a California common ale. It is relatively
hoppy and slightly on the bitter
side. Like the Black Bear Ale, it
is also unfiltered and smokey.
The lightest beer is Ghost
Rail Pale Ale. It is a fairly typical beer with a creamy texture
and straw color. "This is our
least technical beer," Moscoe
says. "We filter this beer and it
comes out lighter; closer to an
average American bottled
beer."
The last tap beer currently
being offered is Peter’s Extra
Special Bitter. This beer closely
resembles an English-style bitter beer. It is partially filtered
and uses extra hops for the
aroma and bitterness.
There is a great variety in the
people that come to the Boulder
Creek micmbrewery, says Bill
Savage, the manager for the last
two years. "We get quite an
assortment of personalities in
here. They’re mostly younger
in their mid-20’s and students
that like hand-crafted beer."

Text and photo 14 Kyle Preston Register
If there Ls a pub that could be named "A
Clean Well-lighted Place To Get Buzzed," it
would have to be the Seabright Brewery in
Santa Cruz.
Strategically located between the Boardwalk and the yacht harbor, Seabright Brewery offers award-winning beer, an extensive menu and a casual atmosphere for
enjoying both.
"We’re a real neighborhood bar," says
part-owner Charles Meehan. "We get all
ages in here. We get athletic teams, families
with children and a huge regular crowd
from the neighborhood."
The Seabright Brewery opened in May
1989 and found an immediate following
with its hand-crafted beers and patio seating for balmy Santa Cruz sunsets. It offers
at least five specialty beers as well as a
menu that goes way beyond nachos and
spicy chicken wings.
The beers at Seabright have won several
awards at the Great American Beer Festival
held annually in October. In 1991,
Seabright won a silver medal with their
amber and took home the gold for thrir
I3anty Rooster, an India pale ale. The fol-
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lowing year, their Oatmeal Stout brought
home the gold, beating out 40 other beers.
This year, brewmaster Richard Young
plans to enter their stout, porter, extra special bitter (FSB) and two limited edition
beers. Anniversary Ale, celebrating
Seabright’s fifth anniversary, will be
entered into the strong ale run-off. The Red
Nosed Ale, a Yule-time favorite, was
picked for the the spiced beer competition.
Seabright has a creative menu to compliment the ambers, porters and pales. It
offers appetizers that range from deep fried
calamari to gorgonzola polenta. The
entrees stick to a healthier theme with very
little beef.
We like to focus on chicken, pasta and
fish," assistant chef Colby Reade says.

"Our philosophy is to serve good, healthy,
inexpensive food." Such courses include
Thai-style chicken, tortellini and a spicy
jambalaya.
"We like to think of ourselves a restaurant that happens to make its own beer,"
Reade says. "We’re a pub and we like to try
to keep our food in line with that, but we
like to offer some more refined specials."
In addition to the food and libation,
Seabright features music of all types
throughout the weekend with no cover
charge. Friday night serves up R&B or
rock. Saturday and Sunday afternoons’
venue are usually reserved for bluegrass,
jazz or blues.
The interior of Seabright has plenty of
ambient light and offers great peoplewatching vantages throughout. The seating
is comfortable in the high-back booths and
the plastic patio chairs outside. Seabright
has also provided built-in propane heaters
for the patio when those Santa Cruz nights
become a bit foggy and cold.
When scouting for hand-made brews
and deep fried tentacles near the beach, the
Seabright Brewery should be the first stop.
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Berkeley’s Bison Brewing
offers beaucoup brews
Bison Brewing Company on
Berkeley’s Telegraph Avenue is
a local microbrewery that will
not send beer connoisseurs
scurrying through the closet for
the right clothes to wear.
Casual and local is the formula at Bison Brewing. A
relaxed atmosphere and good
beer is the result.
Head Alchemist Scott Meyer
is an experimenter who
believes that continual change
is the way to enhance the quality of the beer.
"Every brew is a different
beer," says Elizabeth Musilli, a
regular customer.
Ten minutes at Bison Brewing with a beer in handperhaps a potato stout or a popular honey-basiland one feels
at home.
This is a place to relax with
friends after work and taste
Meyer’s latest creation.
The Bison Brewing Company was established in 1988 by a
partnership of 25 investors.
Most of the investors are home
brewers and people interested
in fine beer.
Meyer estimates that it took
approximately $250,000 to get
the brewery started. For four
years the brewery struggled
and turned a profit for the first
time last year.
Meyer attributes Bison’s
growth in clientele to a search
for a new taste in beer and as
an offshoot of the interest in
imported beers.
"We have the ability to produce beer every bit as good as
German or English imported
beer, but better because it doe,.
not have to travel."
For those curious about the
operation of a microbrewery,
lust slide on down to the end of
the bar and take a peek. The
shiny brewing equipment is
crammed into an unbelievabl
small space, with cartoon-like
artwork decorating the walls.
Assistant Alchemist Curt
Anderson explains that none of
the brewing process is automated. From stirring to bottling,
everything is done by hand.
In a space no larger than 5
feet by 15 feet, five or six volun

PREwMic

teers bottle Bison’s latest creation: Molasses Brown Ale.
Over two days, twelve volunteers bottle the entire brew,
about 200 cases.
One by one, the bottles are
filled and capped and labels are
applied. The labels are hand
stamped and applied to the
bottles with a small waxing
machine.
The hand-stamped label of
Bison’s latest brew claims that
an old woman came into the
brewery and explained how her
parents had fortified beer with
molasses during the Depression. The molasses ale is a tribute to that old lady.
Bison does bottlings approximately four times a year. Meyer
would like to see bottling
become a monthly event some
time in the future, as demand
outstrips the amount of beer
they are able to make.
The beers that are bottled at
Bison are those that succeed at
the bar. Meyer refines the recipe
and then the brew is bottled.
Meyer is certainly doing
something right. The entire bottling is usually sold within six
to 10 weeks.
The profits from all of
Bison’s bottlings are donated to
charities in the Berkeley area.
Meyer explains that "this is a
community brewery and we
like being a part of the community."
The profits from the bottling
of the Molasses Brown Ale are
going to the Berkeley Academy
for Youth Development.
Bison also has a small restau-
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Leese Maackienet,

The art of making beer starts with the finest hops, barley,
wheat and the gentle touch of the brewmaster. Any discriminating taste will find a brew to their liking from the plethora of
beers offered by microbreweries.
rant serving food for everyone’s taste. You can get anything from steak and burgers to
tofu sandwiches. For a change
of pace, try one of the home
brewed non-alcoholic sodas.
Musilli says, "Bison is the
only brewery in the Bay Area
that serves vegetarian food."
Bison has an airy upstairs
room that is worth checking
out. It features a pool table,

games and tables overlooking
Telegraph Avenue through a
large picture window.
In Berkeley for the weekend 7
Check out Bison Brewing Company for a relaxing afternoon of
good grub and good beer.
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uwA very wise individual
once said that talking about
music is like dancing about
architecture. And in the
case of San Diego’s Crash
Worship, it’s like blinking
about film. This is not the
type of experience that can
be related. "Why are you
writing about it, then?" I
can hear you asking. I’m
writing about it because it
is probably the most important experience you could
possibly have. I could dress
it up in lots of fancy language and try to seduce
you into thinking you
might have fun, or I could
simply tell you what it is,
where it is, and what it’s
about. Crash Worship playing in the Bay Area is far
too important an event to
waste on the former, so I’ll
let you decide for yourself.
Roget’s is in the desk, I
swear.
Crash Worship is a performance troupe from San
Diego consisting of three
full tympani players, a
bassist, a "vocalist" (medicine man is closer), and 1015 performers. Often playing for more than five
hours at a stretch, Crash
Worship is a mix of torches.
fireworks, blood, drums,
wine, sweat and naked
bodies (more often the
audience than the band)
that combine in a dizzying
orgy of sight, sound and
spirit. It’s interactive performance art, with the
emphasis on interactive.
I’ve left Crash Worship
shows drenched with
sweat, spattered with
blood, exhausted from
dancing, and renewed with
an almost hedonistic exhilaration.
A Crash Worship show
does not happen in a club
or on a dancefloor. It happens in your head. You will
leave it changed, and it will
never leave you. Ever.
Crash Worship performs Friday with Neurosis, God &
Texas, and Sleep at the Haze
Theatre, 2730 16th St., San
Francisco; doors at 8 p.m.,
show at 9:00; tickets are $8 at
the door; 415/252-7742.
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A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THURS

DAY

KEEPING THE DOCTOR AWAY
Green and red are adjectives
that fail to represent the vast
and varied subsets of the common apple. While its hue is a
distinguishing attribute, the
fruit’s origins span the globe,
only a few making it to
the shelves of
the average 77
supermarket.
Washington,
Golden Delicious and Pippin are varieties
that readily come to mind, but
what about Fuji, Gravenstein
and Arkansas Black. At the San
Jose Downtown Certified
Farmers’ Market, many of these
specialty pommes, too delicate
to grow in mass quantities for
shipping, will be available for
the tasting pleasure of fresh
fruit aficionados. Over 10 different heirloom and
antique apple varieties from the
Watsonville
orchards will
be shipped
fresh to the
Pavilion parking lot for the
apple tasting. With
these many subdivisions of the
favorite fruit, people can keep
the doctor away far longer than
one day. The Pavilion parking lot,
corner of S. First and San Fernando, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., 800/949FARM.
GAINING MASS AP-PEEL
Since 1967, one disc jockey
from that small island that was
once our benefactor has been
helping to define the term
"alternative music." British DJ
John Peel brought the musings
of little known artists from his
homeland, Morocco, Japan and
the world to the BBC airwaves.
His 26-year career has
spawned a series of
record releases entitled The Peel Sessions. While Peel’s

music continues to encompass
the globe, so does his radio program. Peel Out In the States,
prepared in Peel’s home, spotlights both emerging and established alternative artists. KFJC
will add the program to Earl
Grey’s Afternoon Tea Break."
Grey, the station’s only British
DJ and fan of Peel, feels States
will compliment both his program and KFJC. "Peel Out In the
States" airs every Thursday from
4:30 to 5 p.m. on KFJC 89.7 FM.

FRI

DAY

COVERING CRAFT AND ART
More and more artists are
melding art and craft to create
works that are as intricate as
they are moving. From wood
carvings to textiles, artistic
craftsmen are offering their
musings in a medium many
overlook. Quilt making falls
under the previous description.
the American Museum of
Quilts and Textiles presents an
exhibit of Northern Californian
artists. From religious interpretations to dealing with breast
cancer, these craftsmen sew
their experiences into the fabric.
The quilt is their muse, covering the viewer in the quality of
its workmanship as well as its
artistic expression. The American Museum of Quilts and Textiles, 766 S. Second St., adult $2,
students and seniors $1.50, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., 408/971-0323.

COASTAL CONSCIOUSNESS
The endless line of cars conies
to a halt well before the coast is
in sight. The caravan creeps to
the summit on its tireless trek
to the beach. For some this is a
weekend ritual and for others,
a commute. Sure, that new
Ziggy Marley tape is cool but
when the auto-reverse clicks

over for the seventh time, the
motorist begins to debate turning around and heading back to
the valley. But for some reason,
call it perseverance or stubbornness, the suntan-starved
drivers push ever onward.
When the destination is
reached, all thoughts
of the grueling commute fade in the
sights and smells
of the ocean side
town. Imagine
the despair of the
travelers, not to
mention the residents of Santa Cruz,
if the beach was closed
due to rising bacteria levels. In the wake of the Clean
Water Bill, the Monterey Bay
Sanctuary celebrates one year
of protecting the ocean environment. The Santa Cruz Chapter
of Surfrider Foundation is hosting a musical benefit to raise
funds for ocean water testing
and other projects dedicated to
protecting the coastal environment of the sanctuary. San
Diego’s premiere reggae band
the Cardiff Reefers headline
with local psychedelic R8E8
band, Idylwild. The Surfrider
Foundation will be on hand,
circulating literature on protection of the ocean environment.
Skank for the benefit of a place
that has provided so many
fond memories. Santa Cruz
Civic Auditorium, 307 Church St.,
Santa Cruz, $12 at the door, 7 to
11:30 p.m., 408/429-3444.

5ATURriDAY
LAUGHTER AND LIBATIONS
Mention beer and people raise
fists and voices in tribute to the
god of hops and barley. Mention beer tasting and this crowd
will line up around the corner
for a chance to sample the
emerging home
brews. Mention
beer, food and
stand-up comedy

and they will have to be
fought off with a stick.
Instead of trekking down to
the local 24-hour stop and
shop, tap into what’s brewing in San Pedro Square. For
eight hours, local breweries
present their craft and comedians spout their humor for
the consumption of the audience at the San Pedro Square
Brew Ha Ha. The featured
breweries include the local
Tied House,
Berkeley’s
Bison Brewing Company and
a host of
other
regional
establishments.
Comedians
from the MTV
I fall Hour Comedy
Hour, the Arsenio Hall Show
with headliner Clinton Jackson from NBC’s A Different
World. Leave the beer bongs
at home and pick up a beer
tasting kit for $10. It includes
a commemorative glass and
six tasting tickets. For those
equipped with their own
stein, single tickets can be
purchased for $1 or six for $5.
San Pedro Square, between
Santa Clara and St. John
Streets, admission is free, noon
to 8 p.m., 408/279-1775.
TWELVE BARS IN THE PARK
Soul-searching, six-string
sounds resonate from
Guadalupe Park during the
Seventh Annual Blues Festival and BBQ. Downtown
blues haven JJ’s brings musicians and their 12-bar pentatonic prowess together to
raise funds for local schools’
music programs and nonprofit radio. The "Texas
Style" event features local
jazz/blues masters John
Wedemeyer Trio, a tribute to
Stevie Ray Vaughn and a
host of other musicians.
While arteries constrict from
barbecue pork ribs and beef,
the mind wanders amidst the
bends and licks of blues axemen. Guadalupe Park, corner of
W. San Carlos and Woz Way,
admission is free, Sat. and Sun.
11 a.m. to 7 p.m., 408/286-3066.

SUNDAY
UFOs SIGHTED IN SUBURBIA
What better a setting than suburbia for the writing of an
intergalactic travel guide? One
hundred years from now,
aliens invade a bedroom community help their earthling
neighbors to better understand
the surrounding social pressures: moving back home,
starting a family and dating.
What could the saucer-flying
extraterrestrials possibly make
of personal ads? Constance
Congdon’s comedy "Tales of
the Lost Formicans" explores
these interplanetary relationships in a zany production providing some serious social
commentary as well. The play
opens the City Lights Theater
Company’s eleventh season
enlisting the talents of director
and SJSU graduate Ross Nelson. Maybe when the aliens get
finish compiling their travel
guide, they can work on a
hitchhiker’s guide. Oh, that’s
been done. Oh well. City Lights
Theater, 529 S. Second St., $8$13.50, 2 p.m., 408/295-8318
MONUMENT-SIZED MUSINGS
It was so big he had to shoot it
to show people its magnificence. Unfortunately, an 18
inch by 20 inch photograph
cannot convey the majesty of
Asuka Kunirnatsta’s monument-sized sculptures. On the
Japanese island of Hokkaido,
the artist constructed 11 works
now on display at the de Saisset Museum. "Sculpture by
Asuka Kunimatsu," the largest
piece measuring 11 -feet by 7feet by 3 feet, was created from
1989 to 1993. His works,
inspired by townscapes and
figurative forms, reflect geographical, biographical and
historical references. de Saisset
Maseum, Santa Clara University,
500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara.
admission is free, 11 a.m. to 4
p.m., 408/554-4528.
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The skirly sound reminiscent of bagpipes sounds no
more. The rich and haunting
lyrical quality evocative of
folk ballads is no longer the
musical mainstay. But the
spirit and the strength remain.
After an absence of five
years, Big Country is back.
Perhaps best known for
their 1983 hit single, "In A Big
Country," their latest endeavor, The Buffalo Skinners, is a
fast-moving collection of
tunes. All offer some variation
of their usual stirring guitar
instrumental work, and many
include lead singer Stuart
Adamson’s signature shouts.
The years have done nothing
to dull his enthusiasm.
Predominant is an "anthem
rock" sound that inspires the
listener’s mind to emotion as
it incites the body to action. In
"Seven Waves," Adamson
sings of a quest for forsaken
love. This theme is echoed in
several others, including the
first single, "Alone."
Strong percussion highlights the social statements of
some other equally rousing
songs. "What Are You Working For" reveals discontent in
economics and societal values,
and "The Selling of America"
tells of, well, just that. The
words are accurate, though
one wonders why a band
from the UK would devote
several songs to addressing
American concerns.
Big Country has slowly
changed over the years. However, they still sound enough
like Big Country to bring a
smile of recognition to an old
fan’s face, and a nod of
approval from a newer listener.
Shari Kaplan
The Scottish rockers will be
performing at noon in Union
Square and at 9 p.m. at Bimbo’s
in San Francisco.

Ska is one of the remaining
musical genres yet to be
exploited by the mainstream
media. For now, the scooter
culture is relatively safe, but if
the masses get a hold of the
Skeletones’ new disc, that all
might change.
The Riverside rude boys
skanked and hulked out 16
songs on their self-titled
debut. With some heavy guitars and jazzy horn riffs, the
’Tones draw on the early work
of the quintessential So Cal
ska unit Fishbone. From the
reckless abandon of "She Just
Wants Too" (heavy as any

Bosstones tune) to the
vocal/piano duct of the secret
bonus track, the septet skanks
from beginning to end.
Formed in a community
college jazz class, the Skeletones set out to conquer the
Los Angeles club circuit.
Opening for the likes of Fishbone and School of Fish
(what’s with the piscine
fetish?), won the crowds over
with their half-naked live
show and zany contests. Bring
a condom, get a free T-shirt.
The Skeletones’ humor and
energy made the analog transition that stands as a major
obstacle to most artists. The
music transcends the limitations of the recording studio
to bring the energy right from
stereo to listener.
Fire up the Vespa, don’t forget the suspenders and crank
up the Skeletones.
Not convinced to give them
a listen? Well, the Riverside
rude boys are playing the
Berkeley Square on Friday to
stoke you on their brand of
ska.
Paul Wotel
Berkeley Square, 1333 University Ave., Berkeley, $6 at the
door.

It’s rare that you find a
contemporary experimental
jazz artist working within the
jazz tradition. Following the
post-Bop genius of musicians
like Sonny Rollins, Charles
Mingus and Omette Coleman,
America’s own classical music
embarked on the last frontier
of what John Zorn once called
"the improvised song form."
David S. Ware’s Third Ear
Recitation, however, is a masterwork of contemporary
improv with its roots planted
firmly in the tradition. The
signature skronk of Ware’s
tenor sax is central throughout, but the quartet he’s
assembled in Matthew Shipp
(piano), William Parker (bass)
and Whit Dickey (drums) is
phenomenal in its subtlety.
"Autumn Leaves," the
opening and closing track of
Recitation, highlights Ware’s
ability to take improvisation
to the limit of structure, while
continuing to play within the
changes, flurrying notes at a
dizzying speed and range, but
never straying too far from
the other musicians. While
Recitation is a David S. Ware
record, the compositions
prove to be at base a group
music.

Tracks like "Sentient Compassion" and Sonny Rollins’
"East Broadway Rundown"
showcase pianist Matthew
Shipp’s penchant for Tyneresque sonic tapestries, playing
less melody than extended
clusters of notes, providing a
reference point through drummer Whit Dickey’s and Ware’s
own whimsical deviations.
Recitation is indeed "music
for the third ear" and is not
always an easy listen. But like
all good experimental jazz, it’s
music which seeks less to tell
you something than to show
you something. That it exists,
but more often, beauty.
Sean Cooper

The Melvins rule. They
rule in the sense that, in high
school, Ozzy ruled. That Slayer ruled. That Maiden ruled.
The Melvins are blood capsules, tour shirts, Marshall
stacks and headbanging without remorse. They are the last
keepers of the muted E-minor
as study, as work in progress,
as artform.
And, as such, the Melvins
have never been kind, have
never been particularly easy
to listen to. From the band’s
1991 Ep Eggnog and the
cathartically overstoned
"Charmicarmicat," to last
year’s John Zorn collaboration
Leng Tch’e, the Melvins have
always delighted in elevating
music to an ordeal. The structure is there, but, man, it hurts
to get to it.
Houdini, the Melvins first
release for Atlantic, fits snuggly into the above description.
From the lead track "Hooch,"
which finds guitarist Buzz
Osbourne growling "Los ticka
toe rest/Might like a sender
doe ree/Your make a doll a
ray day sender/Bright like a
penelty (sic)," Houdini stips
away reference points and
addresses you on its own
terms, relatively uninterested
in your ability to cope.
Musically, Houdini is a
return to Bullhead-era Melvins,
complete with song form and
perceptible changes. But thematically, Houdini is the
band’s most effective, mature,
frightening work to date.
Tunes like "Hag Me," "Joan ot
Arc" and "Teat" work your
woofers like nothing else. And
as if you needed to be, the
presence of Kiss’ "Going
Blind" reminds that, no, Led
Zeppelin’s got nothing to do
with the McKim. Total God of
Thunder.
Sean Cooper
The Melvitts play Friday at
the Greek Theater in Berkeley
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’WAS
Sentence of silence over for ’October Surprise’ pilot

Royetan-Russbacher will be spealdng Friday at Le Petit Trianon
Tiwater, 72 N. First St., $5410 8 p.m, 408/297-2299.
Fifth-Annual

Rayelan Russbacher warns
it is dangerous to be right when
the government is wrong.
According to Mrs. Russbacher, thousands of CIA agents are
being held as political prisoners
in an effort to silence them. Her
husband, Gunther Russbacher,
is one of those agents.
Russbacher claims to have
flown then vice-presidential
candidate George Bush to Paris
in 1980, concluding a series of
meetings regarding the IranContra deal. This incident is the
"October Surprise of 1980."
Bush, William Casey and
officials from Ronald Reagan’s
1980 presidential campaign
allegedly purchased S40 million
in arms from the Contras. The
guns were then traded for an
Iranian promise to delay the
release of hostages until after
the election. The delay would
embarrass and cheat Jimmy
Carter out of another four years
as president.
Bush and the CIA deny
involvement in the deal and
Russbacher’s claim to be a CIA
agent.

Book review

Didn’t we all wish we
could clean up our rooms with
a wiggle of our noses, the way
Tabitha Stevens did on
Bewitched? Perhaps it was
more laziness than fascination
with witches, and anyway, we
all know there’s no such thing
as a witch. Right?
Or maybe there is. The Ultimate Witch (Dell), a collection
of short stories by authors like
Dean Koontz, Ray Bradbury
and Tanith Lee shows numerous types and aspects of
witchery. The stories vary
from an Odissi-dancing Indian
bride who kills her drug-
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Two days after their 1989
wedding, Russbacher was
arrested on charges brought
against him three years prior.
His wife says he was incarcerated to keep him quiet about the
Paris flight.
She claims then Missouri
Secretary of State Roy Blunt
sent a letter to prosecuting
attorney Scott Sifferman asking
him to have false charges filed
against her husband for selling
unregistered securities and for
fraud.
The letter was regarding a
company called Southwest
Latex Supply. Mrs. Russbacher
claims it was a CIA front company for which her husband
was working as an agent.
Blunt’s letter says, "As you
have seen, we have no grounds
for these charges, but I owe one
to (John) Christian (CIA Station
Chief), and with full press coverage, I should pickup some
strong support in Webster’s
stronghold for 1992."
At the time, Blunt and
William Webster were vying for
the Missouri governor’s office.

addicted husband to a witch
who silences her gossipy sister-in-law with a case of laryngitis.
These are not your stereotypical turn-people-into-newts
witches. Some are scary, but
others are kind-hearted witches with just a touch more
power than "regular people."
The Ultimate Witch portrays
witches not as supernatural
beings, but as peoplesomewhere between good and bad.
It sounds like more fun to
be Glenna Chamwell from
Mary Turzillo’s "Still Life with
Crocus," who can make things
happen just by writing a story
about them, than it ever
sounded to be Tabitha.
Koontz’s "Snatcher" conjures up gruesome images in a
fable more morbid than any of
Aesop’s. His is saved for last,
but there’s plenty of interesting reading before you get
there.
Marvin Kaye’s "Soulmate"
is brief, but amusing. Andrew
Lane’s "Crawling from the
Wreckage" is an exquisitely

elt.

Blunt had hoped that Russbather’s arrest would raise
enough support from the voters
to get him into office.
"I have spoken to the
Lawrence County Republican
Committee that have assured
me you will be recommended
for judgeship after the charges
are filed," the letter continued.
Sifferman is currently a judge
in Missouri.
On Aug. 26, Associate Circuit Judge Michael Brown
vacated Russbacher’s 21 -year
sentence. Mrs. Russbacher
expects her husband to be
released in late December.
Mrs. Russbacher cautions
that she is not an expert on the
"October Surprise" but will be
speaking on the personal effects
of the campaign to get her husband released and the problems
they have encountered.
"We are bankrupt. They have
confiscated all of my husband’s
belongings. There is nothing of
his left in the house," she says.
Daphne Dick
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INDIAN DANCING
INDIAN CUISINE
INDIAN CRAFTS
MC-TITUS FRENCHMAN
DRUMS-REDHAWK SINGERS
-MOCKINGBIRD SINGERS
Sat., Oct 2, 1993 12:00 pm - 12:00 am
West Valley College Learning Services
No Drugs or Alcohol
(408) 741-2025
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A drinking person’s liar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Get the Best Tasting Noodles at 10% off

4401:-

11V/ STUDENT I.D.
FRIENDLY SERVICE
DELECTABLE FOOD
LOW PRICES

FONG KEE NOODLE HOUSE
(408) 280-0748

264 E. SANTA CLARA ST. (NEXT TO LUCKY AND LEE’S)
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8AM-9PM
offer ends 10/15/93

THUR. & FRI. NIGHT SPECIALS 7-1 iPM
BUD AND GENUINE DRAFT $1.00
LUGGER SHOTS $2.50
oWeii
SCHNAPPS $1.00

crafted story with a fresh plot
line.
The greatest line comes
from "Easy Tom and the Seven
Highways to Constantinople
and All Points South," by
Jonathan Bond and Thomas J
Lindell. The central character
says "every once in a while,
someone opens the refrigerator door in my head and the
light comes on."
Unfortunately, the light
bulb never came on in S.P.
Somtow’s head. Somtow
wrote "Gingerbread," the
weakest story in the book. The,
idea is greatmodernizing
Hansel and Gretelbut the
characters are so contrived
and unbelievable that the
story is ruined.
The Ultimate Witch is not tor
fantasy readers only. It is an
imaginative collection of fairy
tales, horror stories and fantasies, almost all worthwhile
reading. It will be released in
early October, just in time for
Halloween.
Holly Celeste Fisk

69 N. SAN PEDRO STR.
SAN JOSE, CA., 95113
PH.ii (408) 298-6969

Pub and Grill

Leave Your Stress At School
And Get Away For The Weekend.
iW( about our
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111\111.

DISCOUNT
CRUISES

A R’LL SERVICE AGENCY

198 Jackson St. San Jose, CA 95112
M -F 8:30am to 5:00pm. FAX 408-293-1617
Other nmes available by appointment

408-293-3399

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.
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